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ABSTRACT 

Thi.s work is divided into two parts: a grey model for past Triton. Pluto, and Kuipcr 

heir objects, and a nongrey model for current Titan's troposphere. 

Steady-state, planar models of early atmospheres for Triton. Pluto, and Kiiii)er 

belt objects are computed using a grey approach that tracks the transfer/distribution 

of heat via radiative transport. These objects are treated here together because 

they resemble one another in size, surface chemical composition, and e.xist in the 

same cold portion of the outer solar system. Beginning with present-dav volarilcs 

observed on the surfaces of Triton and Pluto (methane and molecular nitrogen), a 

trace of molecular hydrogen (present in most primordial atmospheres) is addf'd. It is 

assumed that as the object is heated by solar, tidal, accretional. or radiogenic nietliod.s 

(this varies between the objects treated here) these chemical species then eva[)orare 

from the surface to create an atmosphere. Binary collisions among the nu)lecules 

account for the sources of opacity, and absorption coefficients are provided bv 21 . 

The grey atmosphere calculations require a mean opacity, and its results are sensitive 

to the type of mean opacity used. Thus a variety of methods (Planck. Rosselanfl. and 

Chandrasekhar mean opacities) are used to accommodate this dependence and the 

variations in optical depth. Surface temperatures are then calculated as a function of 

the heating rate, molecular hydrogen abundance, and mean opacity type. .As a result 

of these modelling experiments, tidal heating is found to be crucial to the formation 

of a thick atmosphere on Triton, and albedo and gravitational acceleration strongly 

affect the formation of atmospheres on less massive objects such as Pluto and Kuiper 

belt objects. 

-A nongrey. steady-state, planar model of Titan's current troposphere is developed 

to study the effect of varving methane mass fraction. Methods from stellar atmosphere 

modelling are used to solve the equation of transfer as a two-point boundary problem. 
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To additionally satisfy radiative, hydrostatic, and local thermodynamic equilibrium, 

an iterative correction procedure is utilized since the correct temperature and density 

profiles as a function of altitude are not known a priori. The volatile composition 

is taken from observation: molecular nitrogen, methane, and molecular hydrugcti. 

Again, binary collisions among the molecules account for the sources of upaciry. and 

absorption coefficients are provided by [21], The heating source for Titan is solar 

radiation absorbed and reradiated by the planet's surface in the infrared region of the 

.spectrum, with a small amount of heat emanating from the stratosphere. The cheni-

ical species evaporate from the surface to create an atmosphere. Models of Titan's 

troposphere are calculated using different amounts of methane (within observational 

constraints) since the presence of methane is evolving in Titan's atmosphere due to 

pliutolyric processes. From model results it is shown that that by solving the ra

diative transfer equation, subject to radiative, hydrostatic, and local thermodynamic 

equilibrium constraints, a model of Titan's troposphere with a maximum deviation 

of 8';^ from data 185] [170] can be obtained. The preliminary model of past Titan's 

Troposphere is consistent with other analytic results i89i. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The most fruitful areas for growth of the sciences are those between es

tablished fields. Science has been increasingly the task of specialists, in 

fields which show a tendency to grow progressively narrower. Important 

work is delayed by the unavailability in one field of results that may have 

already become classical in the next field. It is these boundary regions of 

science that offer the richest opportunities to the qualified investigator. 

- .X'orbert Wiener 

In this work wo model past atmospheres of the most distant planer Plutcj. 

rime's moon Triton, and Kuiper belt objects (KBOs). and the present atmosplu'rc 

of Titan. Our atmosphere models are in steady-state, utilize planar symmetry, and 

a.ssume radiative, hydrostatic, and local thermodynamic equilibrium. Our analvsis is 

divided into two parts: I) we investigate the surface properties of early atmospherrs 

on Triton. Pluto, and KBOs using a grey (frequency-independent opacity! model; 2) 

we model Titan s current atmospheric profile using a nongrey (frequency-dependent 

opacity) model. 

Part I: Grey Models of Past Triton, Pluto, and KBOs Spacecraft and 

ground-based observations show that the surface ices on Triton and Pluto, both of 

which likely originated in solar orbit around 30-40 AU from the sun iI2!. differ in 

composition from that of the comets as inferred from observations of their gaseous 

comae [152]. It is believed that at least some comets, the ice-rich short-period comets, 

originated in the same part of space - the Kuiper Belt - as did Triton and Pluto 71 

It is also believed that these comets retained their primordial properties to an extent 
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greater than that of any other solar system objects [71]. How do we account for the 

differences in present-day surface ice composition? 

It is possible that the discrepancies in volatile composition (meaning materials 

more easily vaporizable than water) between Triton/Pluto and the comets can he 

attributed to the formation of massive atmospheres on the former during their for

mation: atmospheres which led to early loss of volatiles to space [Ooj. .A.s a start 

towards testing this hypothesis, we apply a grey atmosphere model to early Triton 

and Pluto to see if massive and optically thick atmospheres could have formed, given 

certain molecular hydrogen mass fractions and heating inputs. Also, it is nor known 

a pnon which mean opacity should be used given problems with self-consistencv. so 

ue apply the most widely used estimates (Chandrasekhar. Planck, and Ros.seland). 

Our grey model calculates the surface temperature of the object for a given set (jf 

parameters. We also model an "averaged" KBO based on available fiata since. 

Our model atmosphere can be described in the following heuristic way: start with 

a planar surface of ice in space and apply heating (solar, tidal, accretional. radiogenic] 

r,o the surface. This results in the outgassing of volatiles onto the surface and hence 

rhe development of an atmosphere. 

For the surface ices on Triton. Pluto, and KBOs. we use present-day volatiles 

methane (CH^) and molecular nitrogen (At), as determined by observation for Tri

ton [26] [27] and Pluto [59] [125]. In addition, we add a trace amount of molecular 

hydrogen (which was probably present as a remnant of the solar nebula or as a pho-

rochemical by-product of the photolysis of methane [98]). The atmospheric sources 

of opacity are binar\- collisions among our volatile species [21]. 

Our model builds on work presented in [119] [98]. We present here new work on 

the problem: using a variety of mean opacities in our analysis, new mathematical 

approaches to calculating mean opacities, directly using detailed tits to laboratorv 

opacity data instead of an interpolation table to calculate the mean opacities, adding 

radiogenic and accretional heating sources, searching for more than two roots, and 
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expanding the model to apply to Pluto and KBOs. 

We find that molecular hydrogen plays a major role in the evolution of these at

mospheres due to the "window effect" (see section 1.5.3). We also find temperature 

solutions undetected in previous works. For Triton, we discover that for concen

trations of Ho greater than 0.005% with the Rosseland mean opacity, greenhou.se 

atmospheres develop. Models using the Chandrasekhar and Planck means yield hot 

and optically thick atmospheres for all concentrations of Hi we tested. For Pluto, we 

find that hot optically thick atmospheres develop with the Chandrasekhar and Planck 

means only. For KBOs. we find that greenhouse atmospheres develop for H-, greater 

rhan 1% with the Rosseland mean, and consistently arise using the Chandrasekhar 

and Planck means. The model results for Pluto and the averaged KBO were unex

pectedly different. Further modelling indicates that this is due to the albedo and 

gravitational acceleration differences between the two objects. 

Part II: Nongrey Model of Present Titan We wish to model current Ti

tan's troposphere with a nongrey atmosphere approach to study the effect of varying 

methane mass fraction. In a nongrey model, opacity is dependent on frequency. The 

inclusion of a spectral component (absent in a grey model) provides more fiexibilitv 

and better accuracy. Methane plays an interesting role in Titan's atmosphere: it is 

depleted via photolysis in the atmosphere, and the current inventory of methane will 

be depleted on a time scale of 10" to 10® years [171]. This indicates that either there 

is some replenishing interaction between the surface and the atmosphere 99i <3r that 

methane in Titan's atmosphere does not exist in a long-term steady-state '89'. We 

wish to develop a model of Titan's current troposphere, such that it can be easily 

modified to study Titan's past and the effect of methane depletion. Any model of 

the past must first as a test be able to accurately reproduce the present atmosphere. 

This work is developed and present here. 

The underlying physics of the nongrey model is similar to that of the grey model in 
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Part I. But instead of using the simplified grey approach, we utilize stellar atmosphere 

methods to develop a nongrey model of Titan's atmosphere. In particular, we use 

rhe Feautrier method [112] to solve the radiative transfer equation (RTE). then use 

correction methods [62] to satisfy radiative and hydrostatic equilibrium (RE and HE. 

respectively). We have adapted these methods to apply them for the first time to 

Titan atmosphere modelling. 

For the atmospheric constituents on Titan, we use present-day volatiles molecu

lar nitrogen (.Vj). methane and molecular hydrogen {H^). as determiriefl In-

observation [85] [79] [164]). Again, the atmospheric sources of opacity are binary 

collisions among our volatile species [21]. Titan is also composed of rock and ice. and 

is heated primarily by solar radiation, thus causing the outgassing of volatiles. 

Our model is an improvement over other nongrey models in the following areas; 

better spatial, spectral, and angular resolution (as compared to [106]). we put our 

model through a rigorous testing phase, and we include an initial damping phase ro 

to rhe iterations to avoid initial overcorrections and reduce overall runtime. 

We find that by solving the radiative transfer equation, subjecting the solution ro 

radiative, hydrostatic, and local thermodynamic equilibrium constraints, and e'Stimar-

ing the heat input from surface and the haze layer, we can model Titan"s troposphere 

ro a maximum deviation of 8% as compared to the data from ^Soj and 170 . Our 

preliminary model of past Titan's troposphere is in agreement with other analytic 

results [89]. 

In the rest of Chapter 1. we discuss in a little more detail the current knowledge of 

the objects in our study, as well as the underlying physics common to both problems. 

In Chapter 2 we develop the grey atmosphere model and report on the results. Sim

ilarly. in Chapter .3 we derive the nongrey model and present the results. In Chapter 

4 we discuss the findings of this work and mention possible future directions. 
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1.1 Trans-Neptunian Objects 

Tlio small rock/ice system of Pluto-Charon differs significantly in size and composition 

from the giant planets of the outer Solar System (e.g.. Uranus and Neptune) [108!. 

but has much in common with Triton and Kuiper belt objects, .\long with Centaurs 

(bodies with diameters less than 200 km whose eccentric orbits cross the paths of 

Saturn. L'ranus. and Neptune [12]). Triton. Pluto-Charon, and KBOs inhabit an area 

known as the trans-Neptunian region, recently defined to be the region extending 

from the orbit of Neptune (30 AU) to just beyond the outer reaches of Pluto's orbit 

(50 AU) [166]. 

These trans-.Neptunian objects (TNOs). the largest of which are Triton and Pluto, 

are primitive relative to the inner solar system, but do show varying degrees of I'volu-

tion [12], TNOs take about 160-800 years to orbit the sun. and about 1/2 the KBOs 

along with Triton and Pluto have stable dynamical relationships with .Neptime i im

plying an origin from the solar nebula) [12]. The cold temperatures in rhe outer 

solar system allow for the existence of volatile ices on the surfaces of TNOs. perha[)s 

leading to tenuous atmospheres [12]. A current list of TNOs is maintained online (see 

[114]). 

i.I.l Triton 

Triton, the largest moon of Neptune, is theorized to be a former TNO that was 

captured by Neptune via collision with a regular satellite (due to its current inclined, 

retrograde orbit [109] [94]). 

Though the bulk of our knowledge of Triton comes from the 1989 \'oyager 2 flvbv. 

Earth-based observations first detected gaseous methane in Triton's atmosphere in 

1979 [30]. A few years later nitrogen ice was detected, and it was predicted that 

.V) dominated Triton's atmosphere (rather than methane as previously thought) '26j. 

With the \byager 2 flyby came a wealth of information and confirmation of ground-
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based predictions; Triton's surface temperature was measured at ss 38 K. its surface 

pressure is s: 16 /ibar. and No does indeed dominate Triton's atmosphere [156]. Sub

sequent spectroscopic observations indicate the presence of CO and CO2 1^271. 

Arguments have been made that Triton's current atmosphere is in vapor equilib

rium [165] [68]. Lightcurve models from the 1993 and 1995 occultations with Triton 

have refined the vital statistics measured by Voyager 2 [120] [37]. It is currentlv 

bolicvod that the major constituents of Triton's atmosphere are .Vo. CHi. and CO 

[1091. 

1.1.2 Pluto 

Pluro. the 9th planet in the Solar System, is known for its high obliquity and (>cc('nrric 

orbit. The small, rocky, and icy planet is very different from its outer .solar systi'tii 

counterparts, which are very large and gaseous (e.g.. .N'eptune. Uranus). 

There are many theories on the origin of Pluto (summarized in this paragraph 

from ilol]). It was believed that Pluto might have been a former satellite of .N'eptune. 

bur this proved to be untenable when Pluto's 3:2 orbit resonance with Xeptune was 

discovered (among other problems). Another theory hypothesized that Pluto was 

a giant planet core that somehow lost its gas. but this was shown to be invalid 

when Pluto's mass was determined - it was not massive enough. .After the discovfrv 

(jf Charon, the origin of the binary system needed to be addressed. The idea of 

rotational fission was dismissed because the system has too much angular momentum. 

The currently accepted theory is that the Pluto-Charon binary system arose from a 

collision between Pluto and a Charon progenitor, both with heliocentric orbits. 

In 1976 methane was first spectroscopically detected on Pluto [29]. .A. multitude of 

information, including verification of the presence of an atmosphere, was derived from 

Pluto's 1988 occultation with a bright star [59]. The lightcurve resulting from the 

1988 occultation exhibits a curious "knee."' a point at which the profile of a typical 
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isothermal atmosphere is interrupted by a steep descent [36]. Two major theories 

arose to explain the kink in the lightcurve. Some believe that the atmosphere of 

Pluto is isothermal, primarily composed of methane, and the steep extinction of the 

lightcurve can be explained by a low-lying haze layer of photochemical origin iSG] 

[38]. Others examined the energy balance of the atmosphere and conclude that the 

temperature of the atmosphere is higher than the surface temperature, and hence 

a steep temperature gradient exists near the surface, which in turn implies that a 

molecule heavier than methane is present in the atmosphere [39] [169] [61: 1-I8i. 

Current ly  the explanat ion involving a  photochemical  haze seems loss  probable  'LOSI .  

Further spectroscopic observations indicate the presence of CO and X, ices on 

Pluto and establish .\o (not CH.i) as the dominant ice on Pluto as well as the dorninarit 

arin(3spheric constituent [125] [94]. It is currently believed that the major constiruetirs 

of Pluto's atmosphere are No. CH^. and possibly CO [168]. It is believed that Pluto's 

atmosphere is in vapor-pressure equilibrium [150]. 

1.1.3 Kuiper Belt Objects 

In 1949 Edgeworth [35] put forth the idea that a disk of unaccreted icy objects existed 

at a distance greater than 30 AU from the sun. leftover from the formation of the solar 

system. Kuiper elaborated on this idea in 1951 [80]. In 1980 it was suggested that 

such a disk (nicknamed the Kuiper belt) could be a .source of low-inclination short-

period comets [44]. an idea strengthened by simulations [.33]. In 1992 theory became 

fact when the first Kuiper belt object was observed [72]. It is estimated that there are 

at least 7 x 10^ objects between 30-50 AU. with 50-200 km radius [71]. .\t the time 

of this writing. 366 TNOs have been discovered [114]. \ery little is known about the 

composition or existence of atmospheres on KBOs. but spectroscopic studies show 

that the KBOs discovered thus far exhibit a range of colors, implying varied surface 

composition [102]. 
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1.2 Titan 

Tiran is the largest moon of Saturn and the only solid body beyond Mars with a 

substantial atmosphere. It is believed to have formed from a proto-Saturn nebular 

disk at a time of swift contraction [129]. 

.A .S  with Triton. Titan's atmospheric discoveries can be divided into pre- and post-

X'oyager observations. The presence of an atmosphere was detected in 1908 by Comas 

Solas ^94|. In 1944 Gerald Kuiper discovered methane on Titan via spectroscopic stud

ios 79!. Unexpectedly high thermal brightness temperature measurements of Titan 

90i Ij ill6j spurred theories about Titan's atmospheric structure and composirimi. 

Soon followed the discovery of hydrogen in Titan's atmosphere 1164]. Further spectro

scopic studies between 1973 and 1975 revealed the following atmospheric constituents: 

CiH,\ [51] [91]. CH:\D. and C-iHi [50]. In 1975 limb darkening was obsiTvcd. 

miplying the existence of an optically thick atmosphere j 159]. 

In late 1980 Voyager I made its rendezvous with Titan, and a wealth of informa

tion about its atmosphere was revealed. The cameras on \byager I were not aljle ro 

penetrate the orange haze to observe surface features [94]. .\loIecidar nitrogen (.Vj) 

was detected in data from the radio-occultation experiment (RSS) and the ultravio

let spectrometer (UVS). and was determined to be the most abundant atmospheric 

constituent [85]. Methane is next in abundance, constrained at 2-10'X at the sur

face and 2-39c at the stratosphere's base [85]. In addition COi was identified in the 

stratosphere from Voyager I infrared interferometer spectrometer (IRIS) data [14li. 

I n  1 9 8 3  C O  w a s  i d e n t i f i e d  i n  T i t a n ' s  t r o p o s p h e r e  v i a  g r o u n d - b a s e d  o b s e r v a t i o n s  [ l O l i .  

In 1993 CH:iC.'V was detected [8]. Further analysis of the IRIS data has detected 

C,.\j [142]. 

In summary, the major atmospheric constituents of Titan are .Vo. CH.\. and 

It is believed that there is yet another major component as yet undetected in Titan s 

atmosphere, based on atmospheric mean molecular mass measurements higher than 
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28 (that of nitrogen) [140]. Argon is considered a likely candidate based on its cosmic 

abundance and because it would not condense out under the atmospheric conditions 

present on Titan [124]. If argon is present, it would be constrained to a mole fraction 

of less than 6% [23]. 

The vertical temperature profile for altitudes below 200 km were also derived from 

the RSS: the temperature at the surface is about 95K. dropping to 71 K at the cold 

trap located at about 43 km altitude, and then increasing to the stratosphere to about 

180 km 18.5] [82] [ITO] (see Figure 1.1). The latitudinal temperature structure was 

(Icrormined from infrared brightness temperatures as measured by IRIS, and showed 

a temperature contrast of about 20 K between equator and poles i45]. Accordiiiy, 

to X'oyager measurements Titan's atmosphere is close to radiative equilibrium, with 

convection dominating only in first 3-4 kilometers near the surface [8oi [40l 46i. 

Stellar occultation light curves from ground-based observations have been invertcrl ro 

yield temperature profiles between 300 and -500 km altitude at various locations 60K 

Observations indicate that an obscuring high altitude haze [132] [131] is located 

in the stratosphere, optically thick, and composed of solid organic material 138: 

75]. It is believed that the haze, composed of a .several H. C. and .V compounds, 

is produced from particle-induced and solar ultraviolet light dissociation off//) and 

Xz in Titan's atmosphere [171] [161]. Models indicate that Titan's atmosphere would 

be depleted of methane via photolysis on a timescale of 10 to 100 million years T71i 

(in comparison, the age of the solar system is estimated at 4.5 billion years). This 

indicates that either there is some replenishing interaction between the surface and 

the atmosphere [99] or that Titan's atmosphere does not contain large amounts of 

methane in a long-term steady-state [89]. 

In 1980 the possibility of methane oceans on Titan was hypothesized [70]. The 

theory of a global ocean was suggested [99], but was later proved to be inconsistent 
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Titan: Altitude vs Temperature 
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FIGURE 1 .1. Altitude versus Temperature for Titan. Data from i85i [170] .  Concept 
from il4!. 

with both theory and observation [145] [137]. Remote sensing data (for e.xample. 

1171) has not detected global oceans, but several times the atmospheric mass of Ti

tan's methane could be present but out of sight in high-latitude crater lakes "881 or 

sub-surface reservoirs [154]. Observations in the radar [117] and near-infrared i83i [-55; 

84i part of the spectrum point to a heterogeneous surface. The first relative albedo 

maps were created using the Hubble Space Telescope's planetary camera, indicating 

the presence of a large bright area in Titan's surface (it had been anticipated that 

Titan's surface was completely coated with dark hydrocarbons) [146]. From observa

tions of the geometric albedo over many years. Titan definitely seems to have seasons 
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f86i [67] [87]. Most recently, the detection of short-lived, sparse, daily clouds covering 

less than 1% of Titan's surface area has led to the suggestion that Titan's atmosphere 

is much like that of Earth's, "with clouds, rain, and an active weather cycle" [56]. 

The existence of a greenhouse effect on Titan was supported by many long before 

the \byager observations [1] [116] [65] [136] [128]. Titan exhibits a greenhouse effect 

due to X-y. CH^. and Ho [139] [106] [107], and an antigreenhouse effect caused by 

the high-altitude organic haze layer discussed above [1071. We will discuss Titan's 

opacity further in section 1.5.3. 

1.3 Comparisons 

In Table 1.1 we list the physical quantities we use for our models. For modelling pur-

pcjses. we list the properties for an "averaged" KBO. combining what little information 

is available over the various KBOs that have been observed. .Xote the similarities in 

size. mass, composition, and distance from the sun among Triton. Pluto, and KBOs. 

.Also note that Titan. Triton, and Pluto all have No dominant atmospheres, as (Jo(\s 

the Earth. 

Reference [152], Table la contains some interesting surface composition compar

i s o n s  b e t w e e n  P l u t o .  T r i t o n ,  a n d  c o m e t s .  M o s t  n o t a b l e :  t h e  s t r o n g  p r e s e n c e  o f  H > ( )  

on comet.s and lack of same on Triton and Pluto: the presence of .Vi and C//i on 

Triton and Pluto and lack thereof on comets. 

1.4 Previous Works in This Area 

Our grey model is based on work developed to model past Triton atmospheres 119; 

;98]. We have expanded on this work by 1) using a variety of mean opacities: 2) de

veloping new mathematical methods for evaluating the mean opacities: 3) using the 

real opacity instead of interpolated values to calculate the mean opacities: 4) adding 

radiogenic and accretional heat sources: 5) searching for more roots: 6) expanding 
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the model to apply to Pluto and KBOs. .A.s a result, we have obtained some new and 

interesting results. 

In addition to the lightcurve models mentioned in section 1.1.1. others have mod

elled Triton's current atmosphere using Monin-Obukhov similarity theory [147] and 

conduction [76|. to name a few. The papers described in section 1.1.2 model Pluto's 

rurrunt atmosphere, and use either inversion of the lightcurve or apply the heat e(jua-

rion (conduction) with a net radiative heating rate term. 

The methods we utilize in our nongrey model to solve the radiative transfer equa

tion and to solve for radiative and hydrostatic equilibrium have been used in modoilius 

stellar atmospheres for some time (too many references to list here). Since rhe un

derlying physics is similar, we apply these methods for the first time to the nongrey 

modelling of Titan's atmosphere. 

Several types of models for Titan have been developed over the years: ba.sed 

on X'oyager radio occultation data [85]. vertically homogeneous .scattering radiative 

equilibrium [141]. radiative-convective [106]. spectrally-resolved radiative convective 

coupled atmosphere-ocean model [104], photochemical [171] [163].radiative-convective 

and radiative-saturated equilibrium [89]. and greenhouse/antigreenhouse models 107' 

105]. to name a few. 

Our model is an improvement over the .McKay nongrey models (described in detail 

in [106]) in the following areas: we use more grid points to resolve the spatial and 

spectral regions (95 altitude layers as opposed to 30 in [106], 337 frequency grid points 

compared to 46 in [106]): we use the method of discrete ordinates as opposed to the 

two-stream appro.ximation in [106] (which leads to better angular resolution); we put 

our model through rigorous testing procedures, and we include an initial damping 

phase to to the iterations to avoid initial overcorrections and reduce overall runtime. 
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1.5 Energy Transport 

The transport of energ\\ central to the study of atmospheres, is caused by a gradient 

in a temperature profile: heat is transferred from hotter regions to cooler rcgion.s. 

The three primary physical processes that transport energy- are radiative transfer, 

conduction, and convection. There are no barriers that can completelv contain pho

tons: they travel from hotter to cooler regions of an atmosphere, impeded only [)y 

their interactions with the medium through which they are travelling [IS]. This type 

of heat transport is called radiative transfer. Conduction occurs when the energy is 

i-arried by the particles themselves. Both radiative transfer and conduction are pro

portional to the temperature gradient, but in general radiative transfer is much more 

efficient than conduction in low density media [18]. There is. however, a limit t(j the 

rate of energy that can be transported via radiative transfer and conduction. If the 

temperature gradient becomes too large, an instability develops in the gas: bubbles of 

gas that are hotter than their surroundings rise until they re-equilibrate with a lower 

temperature environment [18]. 

In this study, we focus on radiative transfer as the primary mechanism of energy 

transport. Convection may play a role depending on the temperature gradient (see 

section 1.5.2). 

1.5,1 Radiative Transfer 

The equation of transfer, which describes the transfer of energ\- via radiation through 

a medium, is derived in detail in several references. In particular, in this section we 

will summarize the discussions presented in [15j. [16]. and [112]. 

We begin with the definition of specific intensity. 1^. In the frequency range 

(u. u -rdv) the amount of radiant energy dE^ moving across an element of area dS in 

the direction delineated by the solid angle du: during time dt is defined to be 
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dEu = I„cos{9)dSdi'du!dt.  ( 1 . 1 )  

where 6 is the angle the pencil of radiation makes with the outward normal to dS 

(sec Figure 1.2). The units of are ergs/cm' sec Hz sr. 

dS 

do) 

FIGURE 1.2. The physical picture. Redrawn and adapted from "loi. 

For a parallel plane atmosphere (in which all physical properties are constant over 

a plane) 

= /^(r.  9.  t) .  

The absorption of radiant energy by matter is described by the opacity. al.so 

called the extinction coefficient or total absorption coefficient. The opacity is defined 

so that a cross-section of material dS with length ds absorbs from a pencil of radia

tion with specific intensity luir.O.t) travelling within the solid angle duj and normal 

incidence to dS (i.e.. 0 = 0) within the frequency range (i/.u -h du] and time dt. rhe 

following amount of energy*: 
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SE =  X T ,{r.t)I^(r.t)pdSdsdi'du;dt.  (1.2) 

where p. the density of the medium, is represented as dimensionless usins "ania-

gat" units (see section 1.5.3 for a detailed explanation). Thus the opacitv has units 

1 /cm. 

In general -r a„. where represents the "true absorption" contribution 

and represents the scattering contribution to the total absorption. Examples of the 

scattering processes include Thomson scattering and Rayleigh .scattering: <'xam[)lcs 

of absorption processes include photoionization and photoexcitation [1121. 

The emission of radiation from matter can be described by tlie emi.ssion coefHcietu. 

j„. also known as the emissivity. We define the amount of energy released into a solid 

angle do-- from a cross-section of material dS that is ds in length, in the frequencv 

range dy and time dt. as 

6E = ju(v.t)  pdSd.sdud^dt.  i  1 .  I  

The emission coefficient has units ergs/cm' sec Hz sr. 

Thus it is clear that an equation quantifying the changes in energy in a radiation 

fii^ld due to its interaction with matter will involve and In fact, the etungy 

differences (and hence energ\' flow) result from the surplus of emission over aiisorption. 

In particular, consider a cylindrical element of material with cross-section dS and 

length ds. where the specific intensity on the incident face is and the specific 

intensity leaving the second face is given by + dl^ (see Figure 1.3). 

From equation 1.1 we see that the change in radiant energy crossing the faces with 

normal incidence (i.e.. 0 = 0) in a time dt. in the frequency range {u.i/ ^ du). and 

solid angle dic. is given by 
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I 

\ I + dl 

(ace 1 

FIGURE 1.3.  The transfer of energy via absorption and omission. Redrawn and 
adapted from [112]. 

—^dSdsdudicdt.  
ds 

The amount of energy absorbed (equation 1.2) is given by 

and the amount of energ}- emitted (equation 1.3) is given by 

jupdSdsduduidt.  

Combining the above three relations and integrating over S. a;, and t .  \vc arrivn 

ar 

diu 
— = -\uplu+jup-

or rewritten in a more useful form, 

\ t ,  I^,pdSdtidi>du:dt 

1 dli/  ^  ju 

\uP \i ,  
(1.4) 
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The source function is defined to be = jv/Xu- and the optical depth is defined 

by the relation dr^ = —x^pds. Combining these two definitions with equation 1.4. 

wo arrive at the "standard" form of the equation of transfer; 

The quantity known as the optical depth or optical thickness, is defined as 

and physically is the number of photon mean-free paths at frequency u along rhc 

path c,nax - [l-l-I' Thus if a material is very opaque, or optically thick, ir ha.s 

s(n-eral photon mean-free paths per unit length, i.e.. is large. An atmosphere that 

i.s optically thin has a small optical depth. 

The moments of the radiation field: 

where /i = cos(0). ./„ is the mean intensity of the radiation field. is the Ed-

dington flux ^ J- = the flux. F = astrophysical flux) 11121. 

1.5.2 Convection 

( 1 , 6 1  

! 1.7) 

( 1 . 8 )  

(1.9) 

Iti 1906. Karl Schwarzschild showed that in an astrophysical context, unstable motion 

occurs in a gas if the temperature gradient is too steep: this instability is known as 

convection [18]. 
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The following characterization of convection is derived from [14] and [81|. The 

first law of thermodynamics states that for a gas element moving adiabatically in the 

inodol atmosphere. 

CydT = -PdV. 

where Cr is the specific heat constant at constant volume and is the specific 

volume (volume of one gram of molecules). 

.A.s.suming the ideal gas law PI' = NkT. via differentiation we obtain 

P P2 

Combining this with the first law of thermodynamics, we get the relation 

CvdT = -NkdT + '^^dP. 

Recall tliat the specific heat constant at constant pressure is given by Cp 

C\ — k/Tfiso we have 

\ 'kT 1 
CpdT = '—=-dP = VdP = -dP. 

P P 

Incorporating the hydrostatic equilibrium condition dP/dz = -pg. we arrive at 

dz C„ 
I . I O )  

This relationship is called the dry adiabatic temperature gradient. If the tem

perature gradient of the atmosphere is greater than the dry adiabatic temperature 

gradient given above, i.e.. 

fdT\ (dT\ 
\ d z )  

> 
afm \ d z )  adiab 

then convection occurs [IS] [98]. In principle this relationship allows us to con

struct a temperature profile with respect to altitude. 
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1.5.3 Opacity 

TYPES OF OPACITY There is an excellent exposition on scattering and true ab-

•sorption in [112]. Their discussion has been distilled in the next paragraph. 

.Absorption occurs when a photon's energ}' is partially or completely converted 

into the thermal energy of the medium it is travelling through: the photon is flo-

stroy(>d in the process. Scattering occurs when a photon, after interacting with a 

scattering center, departs in a different direction with a new energy state. .Absorp

tion is closely coupled to the local thermodynamic properties (such as temperature I 

of the medium because absorption processes directly contribute photon energy iiuo 

rhe thermal kinetic energ>- of the gas. Scattering relies primarily on the radiation held 

and is weakly related to the local thermodynamic properties of the medium. Thermal 

absorption/emission tends to lead to local equilibrium between the radiation and the 

medium. Scattering, on the other hand, allows photons from one region of the at

mosphere to travel to another region without directly affecting local thermodvnaniic 

properties. 

We will denote the opacity in units of 1/cm with the symbol and in imits (jf 

cnr/g with k^. 

OPACITY SOURCE FOR OUR PROBLEM For our atmospheric models, we will 

assume that the opacity is from true absorption only (i.e.. no scattering) since we 

are concerned with establishing local thermodynamic equilibrium. That is. = K^. 

We will also assume that our true absorption opacity source is produced by binarv 

collisions between molecules (see [20] [21] for a detailed discussion). 

In practice, the opacity represents complex interactions and is very difficult to 

calculate. To overcome this difficulty, we compute from data generated by a 

FORTRAN computer program generously provided by R. Courtin (streamlined and 

rewritten in ANSI C by the author). 
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We denote as the opacity as a function of frequency (units: 1/cm). and 

denote the opacity as calculated from Courtin's code. His code provides (KV> )• the 

absorption coefficients resulting from binary collisions between molecules .V and Y at 

a particular temperature. We then combine with molar fractions fx-fy to compute 

^  r t n  •  

X-cAn =  ̂ CH^CH JcHa S2 +^ .V2.VJ/.V2 

N(jte Kctn lias units of l/(cm am"). An amagat is a dimensionle.ss measure of 

density in terms of conditions at standard temperature and pre.ssure (^7;^ i ^>'3;. Tlie 

program uses these units since the absorption is proportional to the square densitv 

[22j). We must calculate the opacity \u using the dimensionless amagat = p/i)^,,i 

(where -- m.4 * fit), where = Loschmidt's number = a reference particle 

d(>nsity at Earth STP [64] [53]. Thus is defined by 

Yw — ^ctn \  I 
\ p H d J  
1 , 1 

(cm am-) cm 

The mixing ratios (percentages by mass: FHYD. FMET. F.\[T) are more read

ily available in the literature than the mole fractions [Jch^ - Ih^ - fy-i)- calculate 

the mole fractions from the mixing ratios in the following manner: 

1. determine the molecular weights for \2. A/U'.V2 = 28 g/mol. 

M\VH2 = 2 g/moi. M\VCH4 = 16 g/mol 

2. determine the total number of moles 

FHYD FMET FXIT 

~ M\VH2 ^ MWCHA ^ A/U'.V2 
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3. calculate mole fractions 

fcHi = 

I f h  = 

/.V. = 

FMET/MWCHA 

tot 

FHYD/M\VH2 

tot 

FNIT/M\V.\ '-2 

tot 

W'c take into account the opacity duf^ to the presence of .Vj. C/Zj. and H, f(jr 

Titan. Triton. Pluto, and KBOs. We note that CO has also been det(>ctfd on Titan. 

Triton. Pluto. Since CO and .Vo are very similar from a molecular physics/chemistry 

viewpoint [98], and to our knowledge the contribution of CO to opacity at the tem

peratures we are investigating has not been well-studied [22]. we assume that CO and 

.Vo are physically interchangeable [98]. 

Figure 1.4 is a sample infrared opacity calculated with data from Courtin's code 

at a temperature of 9oA'. with FHYD = 0.002. FMET = O.l. and FSIT - 0.898 

(parameters at Titan's surface). 

The contributions to opacity are in the frequency range 10"^ - 10' ' Hz. which is 

in the infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Xote the "window" effect (the 

low opacity dip seen Figure 1.4) caused by the presence of H-y (the collision-induced 

opacity from .V) — H'2 [141]; this is an important contributor to the greenhouse effect 

!89l. The spectral location of this window contains a noticeably large amount of 

radiation and thus contributes significantly to Titan's greenhouse effect ilOCi. Triton 

and Pluto have similar atmospheric compositions, and thus with molecular hydrogen 

most likely present in their past atmospheres the greenhouse effect possibly influenced 

their early atmospheres as well. 
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Courtin Opacity Versus Frequency 
-4 

10 
— Total 
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•« 
10 

5 0 10 15 
Frequency [Hz] 

FIGURE 1.4. Opacity [1/cm am"] versus Frequency [Hzj. Redrawn and adaptetl t'rotii 
;io6i. 

1.5.4 Greenhouse and Antigreenhouse Effects 

The greenhouse effect occurs in planetary- atmospheres when atmospheric gases arc 

transparent to the visible portion of the electromagnetic radiation spectrum, hence 

allowing solar radiation to pass through to the the planet surface, but are opaque 

to thermal infrared radiation and thus trap the infrared radiation emitted bv rhe 

planet ilOTj. In such a situation, visible solar radiation from the Sun passes through 

the atmosphere and is absorbed by the planet and then reradiated in the thermal 

infrared part of the spectrum. An atmosphere under the greenhouse effect has a 
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surface temperature greater than the effective temperature (temperature if r = 0) 

[53i. The antigreenhouse effect, on the other hand, is exactly the reverse situation. It 

results from a high-altitude atmospheric layer that is strongly absorbing in the visible 

part of the spectrum but weakly absorbing in the infrared, and thus cools the planet 

^107;. 

l.o.o "Grey" .\pproximation 

.A atmosphere model is one in which the opacity is independent of frcHiucncv. 

Typically one uses the grey approximation to simplify an atmosphere model bv re

placing the full, frequency-dependent opacity by some averaged value, a "mean" opac

ity. There are three standard types of mean opacity: Rosseland. Planck, and Chan-

drasekhar (Flux). Each one conserves a different physical quantity. The Russoland 

mean is a harmonic mean and yields the correct total transport of radiant energy 113'. 

It is appropriate for large optical thicknesses (r 1). gives the greatest weighting to 

the most transparent regions of the spectrum (i.e.. smaller absorption coefficients), 

anfl thus is a conservative estimate for the total mass absorption coefficient 'Ll9l. 

The Chandrasekhar mean yields the correct radiation force on a material 113'. It 

has been suggested that for planetary atmospheres the Chandrasekhar mean works 

I j e t t e r  t h a n  t h e  R o s s e l a n d  m e a n  b e c a u s e  i n  t h e  L T E  a p p r o x i m a t i o n .  T  a n d  B j T ]  

vary with depth, and Kj. cannot be treated as constant with respect to depth [14|. The 

Planck moan opacity is a geometric mean of the mass absorption coefficient weighted 

by the Planck function [119], is good for optically thin material (r I), and yields 

the correct total emission [113]. 

The state of the atmosphere is ver^- sensitive to opacity, and hence to the type 

of mean opacity and how accurately it is calculated. Often a grey model is a poor 

approximation, but serves to quantify the limiting cases of either a fully transparent 

(Planck mean opacity) or opaque (Rosseland mean opacity) atmosphere [53j. 
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If in addition to the grey approximation one assumes LTE and radiative equilib

rium. then rhe temperature profile can be written as [15] 

= ji;'('- + ,(r)) (LI)) 

where q i r )  is the Hopf function and the effective temperature is calculated from 

rho relation = ~F. For r :§> 1 (optically thick), the Eddington appro.Kimation 

states that r/(r) = |  [H'-l-

Note that since the relation T { T )  is known for a grey atmosphere in LTE. the 

radiative transfer equation can be solved analytically in this case. For a nongrev 

atmosphere this is not necessarily true. 

1.6 Equilibrium Conditions Used in Atmosphere Modelling 

1.6.1 Hydrostatic Equilibrium 

In general, hydrostatic equilibrium is the balance between gravity and atmospheric 

gas pres.sure and radiation pressure, but for these atmospheres we can neglect the 

latter and write: 

where Ptot = Pgas Pradmuon- ~ — altitude, p = density, and g is gravitational 

acceleration. 

To quantify the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium, calculate A = r / H  where 

r is the radius of the object. H = kT/rn^^g is the pressure scale height; if A 1 then 

the atmosphere is not tightly bound and hydrostatic equilibrium is not a reasonable 

assumption [95]. 
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1.6.2 Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium 

In general, the source function for true absorption (with no scattering) is given by 

Su = If \ve assume thermal equilibrium (TE), then the source function depends 

onlv on temperature, frequency, and the speed of light [53]. The intensity of the 

radiation field at temperature T is then given by the Planck function, i.e.. = 

This condition holds for LTE also, since LTE means that all the local 

thermodynamic properties of the material are the same as their TE values throughout 

the atmosphere [112]. Thus assuming LTE. the source function is given by 

5, = ^ = BAT) = J . . 1.1-n 
Ky C- pkT — I 

1.6.3 Radiative Equilibrium 

W'o have a static medium in steady state (i.e.. independent of time and no hydrcjdy-

narnic movement), for which the only mode of energy transport is radiative transfer: 

rhe material must emit exactly as much energy as it absorbs [113j; 

/  [S[, -  Jt,]du = 0. 11.1JI 
J o  

.Another way of expressing radiative equilibrium is that since the medium inu.sr 

emit exactly as much energj* as it absorbs. 

V • = 0 i 1.161 

where T is the flux, related to the astrophysical flux F \)\  T — -F 112:. For 

a planar parallel atmosphere, this translates to ^ = 0. that is. F^ is constant with 

altitude, and the net flux out of the atmosphere must equal the net flux into the 

atmosphere. 
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As a photon travels from the planet surface to the top of the atmosphere, it loses 

energy to the atmosphere due to the opacity of the atmosphere and has thus its 

frequency becomes lower and lower as it reaches the top of the atmosphere. Thus a 

graph of of the flux as a function of frequency and altitude should show a gradual 

red-shifting of the flux as one moves from the bottom of the atmosphere to the rop. 
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CHAPTER 2 

GREY ATMOSPHERES 

As far as the laws of mathematics refer to reality, they are not certain: and 

iis far as they are certain, they do not refer to reality. — Albert Einstein 

2.1 The Model 

Our groy atmosphere model, based on models developed in [119] and [98!. varies rhe 

following physical parameters: 

• heat flux (heating comes from different sources) (<E>) 

• fraction of total vapor (by mass) that is Hn (FHYD) 

• typo of mean opacity (K^.K^./Cp) 

We wish to calculate values for the following physical variables (which indicate to 

us the state of the atmosphere): 

• surface temperature T 

• surface pressure P 

• optical depth r 

• mean opacity 

• volatile concentrations CH^, Ho) 

We construct a set of 4 equations that relate the 4 unknowns ( T .  P .  r. and 

involve our system parameters, based on the physics we believe is taking place. 
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2.1.1 Simplifying Assumptions 

We use utilize some physical assumptions to 1) account for the we believe are present. 

2) simplify the model to make it more tractable. They are all listed below with the 

corresponding section containing the explanation for their use. 

Planar symmetry [Equation I|: the thickness of our atmosphere is much smaller 

than the radius of our object, and thus we can approximate it as a series uf 

planes. 

\'apor pressure equilibrium [Solving the System]: the vapor and solid forms uf 

a material are in equilibrium with each other. 

Ideal gas law [Equation 1. Convection]: PV = XkT. where P = pressure. \ ' = 

volume. .V = number of molecules, k = Boltzmanns constant. T = temperature. 

Hydrostatic equilibrium [Equation 1. Convection]: see definition in section 1.6.1. 

Radiative equilibrium [Equation 2): see definition in section 1.6.3. 

Grey atmosphere [Equations I. 2. and 4]: see definition in section l.o.o. 

Eddington Approximation [Equation 2]: see definition in section 1.5.5. 

Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium/Xo Scattering [Equation 4|; see definition 

in section 1.6.2. 

2.1.2 Derivation 

EQUATION ONE: RELATING r, P, T, AND The optical depth, is defined as 

(2 .1)  
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where is the absorption coefficient, p is the density (we assume it is constant), 

and c is the altitude. 

For pressure-induced/collision-induced opacity, one can approximate f21j with 

rti/ ~ ftj. ^ .  

where Kj . is some type of mean opacity (Rosseland. Chandrasekhar. or Planck, to 

l)e defined in section 2.1.2). and D is as defined in section 1.5.3. 

Honcc we can express = r as 

' 0  

.A..ssuming hydrostatic equiUbrium, 

dP 1 
— = -pg=^ dz = dP. 
dz pg 

where P is pressure and g is gravitational acceleration. .A..ssuming g  is independciir 

of P (valid for a thin atmosphere), we can now write the optical depth as 

r = [ pdP. 
g D J o  

If we assume that the ideal gas law hold, then it follows that 

^=y=:'}h£L 
kT m\ 

where Mtoi is the total meiss of the atmosphere. So we can rewrite p as 

Mtot Prfiji  

V ~ kT • 

Substituting the above expression into the equation for r and assuming T and Tn .y 

are independent of P (this is not strictly true, but the dependence is weak ,95]). we 

arrive at 
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T  

2kTgD 
4.[p2(r=0)-P-(,- = x)|. 

But P { :  =  y z )  =  0 .  and P{z = 0) = P-f = surface pressure, so we are left with 

K J. m .1 o K.rP'T 
r  =  — ( 2 . 2 1  

2kTgD ^ -IklgriL 

EQUATION TWO: RELATING r AND T Recall from section 1.5.5 tenipcraturc 

structure for a grey atmosphere in the Eddington appro.ximation is given by 

where T = surface temperature and = effective temperature = the trmpfra-

rure the atmosphere would radiate at if it were a perfect blackbody (a convenient 

mathematical definition). 

.\.ssuming radiative equilibrium, the effective temperature can be calculated using 

the Stefan-Boltzmann relation 

where is the total heat flux. £ is the emissivity. and a is the Stefan-Boltzmann 

constant. The total heat flux is the sum of the heat fluxes (<5,) of the contributing 

heat sources. The individual heat fluxes are derived from the physical processes that 

heat the atmosphere via radiative transfer. We take into account the following types 

of heating: solar ($s). tidal ($(), accretional ($a)- and radiogenic (^I'r). 

^4 ̂  
9 

1 3 
+ -7 

4 

<l>r = zcrT^^. 
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Solar Heating The flux due to solar heating is given by [98] 

t f  • 

where 5 is the solar flux bombarding the surface. .4 is the albedo. / account.s for 

the redistribution of sunlight during reradiation. £• is the emissivity of the absorbing 

surfacc and atmosphere, and a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant [98]. Triton. Pluto, 

and Kuiper belt objects are all affected by solar heating. 

Tidal Heating In the time frame we are modelling (early in the Solar Systern'.s history ) 

Triton is undergoing tidal evolution: tidal heating is in effect as Triton's orbit about 

Noptuno circularizes from its originally eccentric orbit [109j. Wo will use Triton's tidal 

heat flux = F(,je as a parameter for our system. Kuipor belt objects, however, 

experience no tidal heating. 

Pluto may or may not be experiencing tidal heating in the time frame we are 

modelling (~ 10"^ years after its formation; estimates for the end of Pluto's accre-

rioiial phase range from 10' — 10^ [152]). For completene.ss we will investigate botli 

possibilities. 

The following derivations/equations are very approximate and attempt to obtain 

the order of magnitude of tidal heating only. 

The tidal heating flux for Pluto is given by 

. (2.4) 
' 2SpAt 

where is the change in orbital energy due to tidal heating. _!< is the time 

over which this change occurs, and 5p is the surface area of Pluto. We multiply by 

a factor of \ to account for equally partitioning the tidal energv- between Pluto and 

Charon. 

The orbital energy of Charon in an elliptic orbit about Pluto is given by 
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GmpTTic 

where a is the semi-major axis of Charon's orbit about Pluto and nip and rrir an> 

the masses of Pluto and Charon, respectively. 

Thus the change in orbital energy as the Pluto-Charon system tidallv evolves Ls 

given by 

^ _ Gmpmc 

•2 Va, (If)' 

where a, is the initial semi-major axis of Charon's orbit, and a/ is the final axis 

value. The unknown in the above relationship is a,. The formula for a, is given 

l)v a, = — e,). where hi is the initial semi-minor iixis and t, is the initial 

crcentricity of Charon's orbit about Pluto. To estimate a, we make the following 

assumptions: 

• the initial eccentricity of Charon's orbit is 0.9 (highly elliptic a worse-cast" 

• the current semi-minor axis has remained relatively unchanged during ridal 

evolution (since the resulting orbit is virtually circular, we assume that most of 

the change has occurred in the semi-major axis direction). 

Csing these assumptions, we can calculate a, and thus AE. 

To calculate At, we use the average characteristic time for decay r, = 4.30 x lO'Q 

years !32j. where l/Q is the dissipation function (Q ~ 100 for Pluto [1081). The 

characteristic time for decay satisfies the following relation: 

To calculate the time it takes for Charon's orbit to tidallv evolve from lo e^. 

we solve the above expression for time; 

scenario) 
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At = r( In ' 
e, 

The surface are for Pluto is Sp = 4~/2p where Rp is the radius of Pluto. 

Putting it all together, equation 2.4 becomes 

GmpTTic I 

$, = ^ 7—T (2.0) 
16t:Rj,Tt In 

Since there are many details of tidal heating associated with orbital decay tliat 

remain unknown to us. we make the following assumptions about tidal heating in 

g(Mieral: it is removed uniformly over the surface from the interior of the object; it 

occurs in a narrow region of the interior near the surface, and the effective temperature 

at the surface is a uniform and instantaneous function of the tidal hearing rate (i.e.. 

we assume that the surface and interior are in thermal equilibrium) [981. 

Acmtioiial Heating Pluto and Kuiper belt objects experience accretion (the process 

by which an astrophysical body increases in mass by the gravitational attraction of 

matter) in the time frame we are modelling. For Triton, the accretion contributiini 

turns out to be negligible compared to solar and tidal heating fluxes and thus is not 

considered further here. 

Denote the radius at time io = 0 (e.g.. about 4500 Myr ago for Pluto) by /?,) and 

the radius at some later time tj by Rj. The gravitational energy- at time fo is given 

b>-

_ GW 
° /?o • 

If we assume that the density remains constant during the accretion process, we 

can rewrite the above equation as 
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E, = G{^-np) Rl 

Then the increase in energy clue to accretional impacts at time tr is given by 

£ = 0 ( 5 ^ * ) )  ( f l / ' - S o ' ) .  

The amount of heat actually absorbedhy the planet is given by hE. where h is the 

fraction of heat retained by the planet after the impact of the smaller bodies (taken 

to be about 0.5 for objects greater than 10 km in radius) [llOj-

The energ\' absorbed per unit area is then given by 

r _ 2 f  n ! ^0'  ̂  
i - R f ~  9  / ? / j '  

To calculate the energy flux, we need to know at what rate the accretional tniergy 

per area is dissipated as a function of time. We generate a dissipation function 

F,:rr{f) (based on exponential decay: see Figure 2.1) such that at time tf. O.V'A of rhe 

niaxinuam energy is left. 

En«ryy Omvadon Punclion 

S 
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FIGURE 2.1. Energy dissipation as a function of time. 
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We assume that the accretion time is short compared to the time it takes for heat 

to leak out of the object. Thus at time to we presume that accretion has ended aufl 

we begin the onset of accretional energy dissipation. For a homogeneous rock/ice 

object, there is a point in its thermal evolution at which mass differentiation occurs 

(i.e.. ice melts and the rock sinks towards the center of the object) [95]. This process 

adds additional heat, as represented by the second peak, and we continue energy 

dissipation from that point. 

Our accretional energy flux is thus given by 

^<i ^acc. ^iicclO' 

luuluMjtinic Htating Pluto and Kuiper belt objects experience radiogenic heating in 

the time frame we are modelling. The heating arises from the radioactive decay of 

U. Th. and '°K [108]. For Triton, we assume the radiogenic contribution is negligible 

compared to solar and tidal heating fluxes (as with the accretion contribution). 

W'e can estimate the maximum amount of flux arising from radiogenic heating 

by knowing H{0) = the rate of radiogenic heating per unit volume at time 

1.7 X 10"'' dyn/cm* for Pluto [lOS]) and fn = the rock volume fraction (the fraction 

of the object's volume that generates radiogenic heating) (e.g.. 2: 0.4 for Pluto 108!). 

In theory, radiogenic flux = energy/(time*area) = [rock volume fraction] " 'maximum 

radiogenic heating/ (volume*time)] * [volume of object] / [surface area of object"; '95i. 

Thus at some time tf we have 

ATrRf-
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EQUATION THREE: RELATING P AND T For the empirical definitions DT the 

vapor pressures, we follow the prescription provided in [QSj. 

For Ho: Phz = 1 mbar to 4.4 mbar; H-i is above its critical point for all cases 

considered here. 

~ 1 10(-339.8/T-r-1.836-0.0056286 T )  J" > 53 

We impose the additional assumptions; 

• the relative humidity of S) is OCTC 

• if P.v, > 34 bars (the critical point for nitrogen) then P.v, = 34 bars. 

F . H -  C H ,  

.\gain. we impose the additional assumptions that: 

• the relative humidity of CH^ is 50% 

• if PcHx > 45 bars (the critical point for methane) then Pch.-. = 45 bars. 

.\ relative humidity of 50% for our primary- volatiles is a standard assumption 53' 

which is conservative and allows for; 1) incomplete liquid or frost coverage on the 

surface; 2) a discontinuity in temperature at the surface [98]. 

The Hi partial pressure is Ph-, = FH2 * [Pcha + Ps-) where FHYD is fixed. 

The total pressure is simply the sum of the partial pressures 

For .V,. 

Pv{T)  — P.v, + PcH^ + Ph2- (2 .6 )  
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EQUATION FOUR: RELATING K^. AND T There are three types of mean opacity 

that are discussed in the grey atmosphere modelling literature (such as [1121. [113'. 

and [14]): Rosseland. Chandrasekhar. and Planck. By using a mean opacity we lose 

!^omc information about the total mass absorption coefficient, but each type of mean 

opacity attempts to conserve some physical property of the system. U'e choose ro 

utilize all three types of mean opacities since our model atmospheres are neither 

exi'lusively optically thick or thin, and therefore correspond to no one type of mean 

opacity. 

In general, we denote 

Kj = (2.7) 

where is calculated as described in .section 1.5.3. 

We now describe the different mean opacities (KR. k^. Kp) and the methods we have 

developed to calculate them. 

Thf Ro.'i . ' ieiand Mean Opacity The formula for the Rosseland mean opacity is 

With a little mathematical manipulation we can rewrite the above expression for 

Using Courtin's code to provide us with values for we use three different 

methods to comparatively evaluate equation (2.8): 

-1 

•IkT^ac^ 

h'fi as 
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1. assume is some constant value (say. the arithmetic average) over the entire 

frequency domain 

2. numerical integration (using Simpson's 3/8 Rule) 

Method I If we assume that we can substitute by its average value Tc^ then we can 

rewrite equation (2.8) K/J as 

From [54j we find that the above definite integral hiis the analytic solution: 

The arithmetic average oiKuii^) is easily computed from Courtin'.s data and is rhc 

(Kily numerical calculation used in this method. This method provides a very rough 

estimate for KR and does not take into account the harmonic weighting. 

Method 2 We can numerically evaluate the integral in equation 2.8 over the domain 

of the data we have available for from Courtin's code. A simple and reasonably 

approximate method for numerical integration is Simpson's 3/8 Rule: 

So Kfi becomes 

Ky 30G-

[  f i ^ } d x  
J  a  
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where .V is the number of points, h = {b — a)/.\' is the step size. /, = f{a — /Ji] 

and the error is bounded by |/mai/i^/180iV-|. 

So in our case, where f { x )  = x^/(sinh"(aj:)K,^(x)). we find that 

I 
Kn = 

B Area, 

The. Chandrasekhar Mean Opacity The Chandrasekhar mean is yet another way of 

estimating an averaged version of the the mass absorption coefficient: 

Kt,Fi,du 

Jo 
where is the net flux. The Chandrasekhar mean, iis with the Ros.sehind tncaii. 

can bo difficult to compute. In this case, the is not known in advance and thus we 

nuisr use some sort of iterative method. 

W'e will discuss two methods of computing below. Xote that in botli morhods 

we will be integrating numerically over a grid of frequency values v. 

Muthod I The first method involves the moment equation is given by: 

d'F, dB^ 
- 3Fy = -4 U 

drl dr^, 

1. For each grid point v. we calculate F^ by solving the moment equation 

This inhomogeneous ODE can be solved using the method of paramer(>rs 

.Applying this method to our ODE. we find we must solve for 

F. 
r 

•2s/ZJo 

Cie 

|r'R 
-\/3T p r  I ~  4 ~ ^  

•dr' 

2^/3 rl cie' 
-dr'. 
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and Co = 

2. Now that we have calculated Fy at each grid point v. we can evaluate the 

integral in equation 2.9, and thus we have the Chandrasekhar mean K,.. 

Method 2 This method involves successive iterations which converge to a value of F^ 

95;. 

1. First we start with an estimate value for F^. For the initial iteration we will start 

with radiation flux from a black body, which is This calculation 

is independent of altitude. 

2. Next, we calculate using the above estimate for and equation 2.9. 

•]. Knowing K c we can theoretically calculate the intensity Combining the 

formal solution of the transfer equation with the fact that for LTE the source 

function Sy = By(T). we get 

In order to calculate the intensity we need to know r. Recall that r is defined 

To calculate r we need to know the density p as a function of r. We will use a 

simple exponential decay/isothermal density profile (not exact, but a good first 

a p p r o x i m a t i o n  a s  T  v a r i e s  s l o w l y  w i t h  P  c o m p a r e d  t o  p { P ) .  

by T = Kp dz. Also recall that k  ^ Kc ^ .  SO 
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where p { 0 )  —  P s n r f  = ~ k^osr • elevation at which tht' 

density becomes 10"'^ its value at the surface. 

4. The net flux is defined as 

where fi = cos9 (6 being the angle from the vertical). 

Xow in our case, 9 is fixed, namely zero (since we are dealing with a plano-

paraliel atmosphere that is laterally homogeneous: the vectors corresponding ro 

•~0 cancel each other out). Xow we can pull out of the above integral. .\l.S(J. 

// = cosO = 1 = constant, so that leaves us with 

Integrating, we obtain = 4/^. 

0 .  Wo now use as calculated above for our new estimate in step I. anfl repeat 

until we converge on the function F^. 

.Now we can calculate in formula 2.9. 

T h e  Planck Mean Opacity The Planck mean is defined as 

We can use the same type of methods described in the Rosseiand mean section ro 

evaluate this integral. In particular, if we apply Method 1 from Section 2.1.2. then 

with a change of variable we can rewrite the above integral as 

'IhrzK^ ( kT 
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From [54] we find a closed solution to the integral and end up with 

loah^c^ 

Applying Method 2 is straightforward. 

SIMULTANEOUSLY SOLVING FOR r, T, P, AND k .  Equations 2.2. 2.3. 2.6. and 

2.7 yield a system of four equations and four unknowns. .Assuming vapor pressure 

equilibrium, the pressure in equations 2.2 and 2.6 must be the same. i.e.. 

P , { T ) - -  P { T f  = Q .  (2.10) 

Filling in the details. 

P A T f  - ~ ^ = 0-
.4 [ LJ-X 

where B\ = 1/2 . Bo = 2i/A Tg^. and .4[ = Kj:j'2kgTi[^. We solve rhe above 

equation for T using the bisection method, then backsolve for P and r. We shall 

use bracketing with the bisection method to ensure we catch all the roots (i.e.. ro I 

degree Kelvin accuracy). Bracketing is more computationally intensive but is worth 

the extra time to make sure we catch as many roots as possible. Other methods 

(Xewton. Secant, etc.) were tried but none were as successful and consistent as the 

bisection method, given the nonlinear nature of the equation. 

.\ote that we assume P is a real (not complex) quantity, so P- is therefore a real 

and positive number. This imposes the constraint on equation 2.10. 

r - B y  T > Q = ^ T > 2 - - * T , .  

In practice we solve for rather than P so that we may computationally bracket 

the root from the positive P^ (positive P) side and negative P- (imaginary P) side. 
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We impose an additional constraint to ensure that we do not exceed the supply 

of ico available [95]. The mass available for creating the atmosphere is A//,, whore 

.\[ is the total mass of the object and /, is the ice fraction (by mass) of the rock/ice 

object (35% ice for Triton [109]. 35% ice for Pluto [108]. and we'll assume 35% ico 

for KBO since they are presumed to be the building blocks for Triton and Pluto). 

Of the mass available, the resulting atmospheric pressure should yield atmospheres 

no more massive than 28% [96] of the total ice mass of the object. This constraint 

corresponds to the chemically/experimentally determined amount of giises that can 

bo trapped/freed in the ice and the amount of ice in the bodies based on the moasurcrl 

bulk densities. Thus we require that < .28 A//,. 

Combining the above relation with F  =  A/45 ^^nd P  =  F / A  =  F / A - R - .  wo 

osrimato the maximum pressure of the atmosphere f95|: 

0.28 \ [ f , g  
p = ILL I 0 I •> \ 

From the formula above, the limiting pressures for Triton. Pluto, and the avoraffocl 

KBO are { 1.02 xlO^. 6.71 xlO®. 1.68 xlO® } g/(cm s"). respectively. 

CONVECTION The system described above assumes radiative equilibrium, which 

may not be an adequate approximation for optically thick planetary atmosphoros 

that are primarily heated from below. When the optical depth increases above x; I. 

convection may exceed radiative transfer as the main method of energy- transpcjrt 

in the atmosphere. But computing a combined convective/radiative (mixing length 

theory) atmosphere would be very computationally intensive. Instead we choose a 

more heuristic approach: we construct radiative profiles as described in the previous 

sections, then evaluate where the profiles are superadiabatic [98]. The procedure is 

outlined in detail in [14] [53]. 

In such regions, the simplest model of convection yields a temperature gradient 

given by the equation 1.10: 



This relationship is called the dry adiabatic temperature gradient, and allows us 

to construct a temperature profile with respect to altitude. The factor / is typically 

sot to 0.8 for a profile that is intermediate to the full dry and wet adiabats [981. 

.As described in [14] [53] [98]. the temperature profile resulting from ('filiation 2.1.'5 

is below the fully radiative profile, and thus cannot supply the radiant Hu.x necessarv 

for radiative equilibrium above the radiative-convective boundary. To comptnisatc. 

wc adjust the height of the radiative-convective boundary until the convective profile 

provides the same radiative flux to the radiative region as did the fully radiative 

profile. 

2.2 Computational Results of the Grey Atmosphere Model 

'2.2.1 Model Implementation 

To solve the system described in section 2.1. we have written a 3000-line C pro

gram that takes approximately one to eight hours to run (depending on opacity 

type/method chosen). These code runs were performed on PCs running Linux with 

200 .MHz CPUs. 

2.2.2 .Model Inputs 

To solve equation 2.10 (the culmination of our physical conditions/four equations: 

hydrostatic and radiative equilibrium, grey atmosphere. Eddington approximation) 

we look for roots of that equation, i.e.. value(s) of T that satisfy vapor pressure 

equilibrium and equations 2.2. 2.3. 2.6, and 2.7. We perform our bisection method 

on the region T € [2~<re,1000] Kelvin. 

For each Triton model run we choose: 
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• a value for the H o  concentration. F H Y D  

• one of the 3 mean opacity types (K/?. Kp. k^) 

• for each value of Ftide (ranging from 0 to 6000 at increments of l.O) we check 

to see if there is a root for our system of 4 equations 

For each Pluto model run we choose; 

• a value for the Ho concentration. FHYD 

• one of the 3 mean opacity types (KR. KP. K^) 

• whether to include tidal heating or not 

• what fraction of accretional heating is absorbed by the planet (the h  factor) 

• at what point in its accretional dissipation evolution we are looking at 

For each Kuiper-belt object model run choose: 

• a value for the Ho concentration. FHYD 

• one of the 3 mean opacity types {Kn.Kp.Kc) 

• what fraction of accretional heating is absorbed by the planet (the h  factor) 

• at what point in its accretional dissipation evolution we are looking at 

In our model runs for Triton. Pluto, and Kuiper-belt objects, we have found rhat 

certain parameter values yield multiple solutions to equation 2.10. i.e.. that one. two. 

and three surface temperature values may exist for a single tidal heat flux value. 

When this occurs, a plot of surface temperature T versus the input tidal heating flux 

Ftide yields an "S-shaped" curve. Before presenting the full model results, we shall 

discuss this S-curve phenomenon and its origin. 
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2.2.3 S-curves 

The S-curves are caused by our choice of vapor pressure representation. We will 

dissect a constant pressure case and our varying pressure S-curve case to verify tliis 

a.s.sertioii. In particular, we choose as our base a Triton model run with //j = O.I'/f 

that uses the Rosseland mean opacity. We shall examine the pressure values at 

Ftuie = {120.960.1320.1800.3000} dyn/(cm s). 

CONSTANT PRESSURE First let us examine a control civse where the vapor pres

sure is a constant: = 14 dyn/cm* (Triton's present-day surface pre.ssure). For each 

value of the parameter F„de we apply the bisection method to ecpiation 2.10. which 

in this case reduces to the simple form - B\T - P,:/(.-liBj) = 0. We obtain rhe 

following results (see Figure 2.2) from our control ciise: 

From Figure 2.2 we see that for each value of F(,je wo have one surface temper

ature that satisfies equation 2.10. This ecjuation is a 5th order polynomial and thus 

potentially has 5 distinct roots. Recall that we are looking for roots where T > 

Figure 2.3 shows P';-P{Tf at Fude = {120.960.1320.1800. 3000} dyn/(cm s). where 

we see that there is but one intersection with the zero line. i.e.. a single root, in this 

temperature domain. 

It can also be shown analytically that the constant pressure case has exactly one 

positive root using Descartes" Rule of Signs [41]. which states that a polynomial with 

read coefficients has n positive roots (where n equals the number of sign changes in 

the coefficient list) or is less than n by a multiple of 2 [10] [31]. Since all the constants 

in equation 2.11 are real and positive, the quintic polynomial has one sign variation 

and thus has exactly one positive root [41]. 
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FIGURE 2.2. Temperature (Effective and Surface) versus Tidal Heat Flu.\ 

VARYING PRESSURE The values for Ftide are carefully chosen for this exam

ination .so that in this varv'ing pressure case, a broad cross-section of solutions to 
) 0 

P r i T ) '  -  P ( T .  T ) '  = 0 (i.e.. one. two. and three roots) can be examined (see Figure 

2,4). 
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TRITON: FHYD= 0.1%, Rosseland Mean Opacity 
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FIGURE 2.3. —  P { T ) '  versus Surface Temperature. 

We see that Ftide = 120 dyn/(cm s) and Ftide = 3000 dyn/(cm s) each yield one 

root. Ftide = 960 dyn/(cm s) and Ftide = 1800 dyn/(cm s) each have two roots, 

and Ftide = 1320 dyn/(cm s) yields 3 roots. 

For these five cases we have plotted Pi.{T)' and P(T. rf for T  :  30 —»• 300 K to 

see what these functions look like. 
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FIGURE 2.4. Temperature (Effective and Surface) versus Tidal Heat Flux {Ft HiU' 

Xote that P v { T ) '  versus T  (shown in Figure 2.5) is independent of Ftide and tlius 

remains the same in all five cases. There are two very noticeable "kinks" in the curve 

PriT)' versus T. The first "knee" is caused by the cap of 34 bars on the .Vo partial 

pressure (P.v, reaches this limit around 163 K). The second kink (which leads to the 

plateau) is caused by the additional cap of 45 bars on the CH^ partial pressure (Pcfh 
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attains this limit around 215 K). After 215 K both partial pressures are a constant, 

and thus P,;{T) becomes constant. 

TRITON: FHYD= 0.1%, Rosseland Mean Opacity 
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FIGURE 2.5. P ^ { T f  for Ftide = {120.960.1320.1800.3000} dyn/cm s. 
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On the other hand P [ T ) '  does depend on F^de (see Figure 2.6): 

TRITON: FHYD= 0.1%, Rosseland Mean Opacity 
i ' I ' ' ' 

P(T)^2, Ftide=120 dyn/cm s 

P(T>^2. Flide=960 dyn/cm s 

P(T)^2, Ftide=1320 dyn/cm s 

8*10^^- - - P("n'^2,Ftide=1800 dyn/cm s 

P(Ty^2, Ftide=3000 dyn/cm s 

_ 6*10 

$-tz 

17 

4»10'^-

2*10^^-

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 
Surface Temperature (Kelvin] 

FIGURE 2.6. P { T ) -  for Fude = {120.960.1320.1800.3000} dyn/cm S. 

As we increase Ftide, the Pv{T)' curve remains fixed, but the P{T)' curve sweeps 

from left to right. Thus if we follow the intersections of these cur\-es for increasing 
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values of Fude- we see that first there is one intersection, then two. three, two. then 

one intersection again. 

Below is a plot of P„(T)" - P{T .T ) '  for T  : 2~^Te(F(,de) —> 300 K (see Fiffuro 

2.7). where we can more easily observe the intersections (i.e.. the temperature values 

for which P,{T)'- - P{T)- = 0). 

„ TRITON: FHYD= 0.1%, Rosseland Mean Opacity 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — 1 — 1 — ^ ^ — - ^ T  ^ ^ ^ ^ —  
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CL 

-i.o«io^^! 
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FIGURE 2.7. P, {T f  -  P iT . r f  for Fu^e  = {120.960.1320.1800.3000} dyn/cm .s. 
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\VP now see how the triple roots evolve; as Fude increases, the P ( T ) '  curve moves 

From loft to right: it sweeps across the fixed vapor pressure curve and intersects 

P,.{T)' first singly, then multiply, then singly again. With two nionotonic increa.sing 

curves we might expect one or two intersections, but three roots seem to ari.se in rhis 

rase because of the vapor pressure kinks and eventual pressure ceiling imposed by 

criticality and the mass limit (see Figure 2.5) that occur above T = 215 K. Derailed 

analysis looking for additional roots in the area around the "knee" resulted in no 

tuore than a total of three roots, 

2.2.4 Triton Results 

.\s seen in Figure 2.8. the Chandrasekhar and Planck mean opacities yiekl surpris

ingly hot atmospheres. Their solutions behave similarly: they both display S-ciirves 

truncated at the left (their lower branches are indistinguishable from the cold Rosse-

land mean solution), and their hot atmospheres seem to rise together as we increase 

the tidal heat flux. Note also that these solutions are independent of the H> concen-

rration. 

The Rosseland mean opacity atmospheres, on the other hand, remain cold until 

we reach about FHYD = 0.01%//2. where we start to see an atmosphere dtnelup 

with increasing Ho fraction. .A.s we increase FHYD. we obtain hotter and hotter 

atmospheres with S-cun-es developing and moving towards the left. 
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CHANDRASEKHAR AND PLANCK MEAN OPACITY RESULTS In Figures 2.9 

and 2.10 we see that the Chandrasekhar and Planck mean opacities are insensitive 

to changes in the Ho concentration. Also, there is a distinct gap between the cold 

S-curve branch and the hot atmosphere values, but overall the Chandrasekhar and 

Planck mean opacities are on the order of 10" — 10~®cm-/g. The U-shapp in both 

figures is due to the low-temperature kink we see in Figure 2.8. 
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FIGURE 2.9. Triton: Chandrasekhar Mean Opacity versus Surface Temperature. 
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In Figures 2.11 and 2.12 we see that the optical depths calculated with the Chan-

drasekhar and Planck means behave similarly. At low temperatures, the optical depth 

rises steeply as we increase the temperature. Again there is a chasm between the cold 

branch of the S-curves and the hot atmosphere. .At high temperatures the optical 

depth falls off slowly. 
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From Figures 2.13 and 2.14 we find that the pressure increases as we increase the 

temperature at low temperatures, but eventually levels out at % 10®dyn/cm-. N'ote 

that the pressure cap (critical pressure) for No is 3.4 x 10' dyn/cm* and the pressure 

cap for CH^ is 4.5 x 10' dyn/cm^, so the total pressure limit is at 7.9 x 10' dyn/cm*. 

Thus the atmospheric pressure is leveling out not too far from the pressure cap we 
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have imposed. 
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In Figures 2.15 and 2.16 the first real difference between the Chandrasekhar and 

Planck mean opacity calculations, most probably due to the difference in surface 

temperatures at the chosen point of reference. Ff,(ie=3240 dyn/cm s. 
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ROSSELAND MEAN RESULTS In contrast to the Chandrasekhar and Planck mean 

opacity calculations, we see from Figures 2.17 and 2.18 that the Rosseland mean 

(Opacity and the optical depth both increase as we increase the H2 concentration in 

the atmosphere. Also, there are discontinuities between the hot and cold solutions in 

the Wc H - 2 case (see Figure 2.8) so we see rifts in the mean opacity and optical 

depth values. Xote that the Rosseland mean opacities are of the order 10"'" - 10"'. 
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From Figure 2.19 we find that the pressures calculated using the Rosseland mean 

opacity behave similarly to the Chandrasekhar and Planck mean opacity cases, with 

a leveling off at % 10® dyn/cm'". Recall that the total pressure cap is at 7.9 x 10' 

dyn/cm". 
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FIGURE 2.19. Triton; Pressure versus Surface Temperature with Rosseland Mean 
Opacity. 
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In Figure 2.20 the convection profile deviates from the radiative profile only for 

H > greater than 0.05%. 
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FIGURE 2.20. Triton; Altitude versus Temperature with Rosseland Mean Opacity. 
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2.2.5 Pluto (Tidal and Non-Tidal) Results 

For Pluto, we found that the tidal heating results were indistinguishable from the 

non-tidal heating results since tidal heating is small compared to other heat sources. 

Hence we present the non-tidal heating results only (see below). 

W'e use h. the fraction of accretional heating absorbed by the object, as a param-

oter for the system. Accretional heating is orders of magnitudes smaller than solar 

heating and thus it makes little difference what h is. The effective temperature used 

in this calculation is 44 K. 

The solutions obtained by using the Chandrasekhar and Planck mean opacities 

were very similar (see Tables 2.1 and 2.2). Both were independent of varying f/j 

concentrations, and both produced 3 solutions each, with two of the three having 

surface temperatures higher than the effective temperature and high optical depths. 

Tlie multiple solutions are explained by the S-curve phenomenon described in Section 

2.2.3. 

Quantity j Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3 Units 

, Surface Temp. 36.9 86.4 382 Kelvin 
i Pressure 8.50 1.35 xlO*^ 7.63 xlO' dyn/cm-

Mean Opacity 2.42 XlO-" 5.74 XlO-' 3.08 XlO-' cm'-/g 
Optical Depth 7.73 XlO"'-' 19.4 7668 none 

T.A.BLE 2.1. Pluto: Chandrasekhar Mean Opacity Results: = 44 K. 

Quantity } Solution 1 | Solution 2 Solution 3 Units 

Surface Temp. 36.9 79.9 500 Kelvin 

Pressure 8.5 6.87 XlO" 5.61 XlO' dvn/cm" 

Mean Opacity 1.28 XlO-" 1.44 XlO-" 2.17 xlO-" cm7g 

Optical Depth 4.09 XlO"'' 14.0 2.23 xlO-' none 

TABLE 2.2. Pluto: Planck Mean Opacity Results: = 44 K. 
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In Figures 2.21 and 2.22 we see that the convective profile differs significantly frurn 

the radiative profiles for all H2 concentrations. 
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From Table 2.3 we see that the Rosseland mean opacity run yields one cold solu

tion. 

Quantity Solution Units 

Surface Temp. 36.9 Kelvin 
Pressure 8.5 dyn/cm-
.Mean Opacity 2.45 xlO'** cm-/g 

Optical Depth 7.96 xlO"'' none 

T.A,BLE 2.3. Pluto: Rosseland Mean Opacity Results: = 44 K. 

2.2.G Kuipor Belt Object Results 

For KBOs wp use h. the fraction of accretional heating absorbed by the objccr. a.s 

a parameter for the system. The contribution from accretional heating is orders of 

magnitudes smaller than that of solar heating and thus it makes little difference what 

h is. The effective temperature used in this calculation is 49 K. 

The solutions obtained by using the Chandrasekhar and Planck mean opacities 

were very similar (see Tables 2.4 and 2.5). Both were independent of varving //_> 

concentrations, and both produced 2 solutions each, with one of the two having 

surface temperatures higher than the effective temperature and high optical depths. 

The multiple solutions are explained by the S-curve phenomenon described in Section 

2.2.3. 
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Quantity Solution 1 Solution 2 Units 

Surface Temp. 41.1 66.1 Kelvin 
Pressure 75.7 1.10 xlO^ dy n/cm-
.Mean Opacity 1.79 xlO"" 6.20 xlQ-' cm-/g 
Optical Depth 8.96 xlO"*^ 3.81 none 

TABLE 2.4.  KBO: Chandrasekhar Mean Opacity Results: = 49 K. 

; Quantity i  Solution 1 Solution 2 Units 

Surface Temp. | 41.1 63.6 Kelvin 
Pressure ( 0* t 6.91 xlO' dyn/cm* 
Mean Opacity 1.14 xIQ-*' 1.17 xlQ-^ cm-/g 

Optical Depth 5.73 xlO"*^ 3.17 none 

T.ABLE 2.5. KBO: Planck Mean Opacity Results: = 49 K. 

From Figures 2.23 and 2.25 we see that the convective and radiative profiles co

incide for all H-y concentrations. 
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With the Rosseland mean opacity we see that there is only one. cold solution until 

the H2 concentration is around 1.0%. at which point the cold solution is joined by a 

hotter, more optically thick solution (see Figure 2.27). 
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From Tables 2.6 and 2.7 we observe that the Rosseland mean opacity and optical 

depth do vary as we increase the Ho concentration. 

Hi Cone. (%) Solution 1 Solution 2 

0.0 1.00 XLO-« no soln 
0.001 1.34 XLO"'^ no soln 
0.005 1.67 XLO-" no soln 
O.OI 1.82 XLO-» no soln 

! 0.05 2.20 XLO"" no soln 
0.1 2.42 XLO"^ no soln 
1.0 4.15 XLO-« 1.61 XLO-'  

T.A.BLE 2.6. KBO: Rosseland Mean Opacity [cin-/gj. 

//j Cone. (9c) I  Solution 1 Solution 2 

5.02 xlO"'' 0.0 no soln 
6.73 xiO"'^ 
8.40 xlO-« 

0.001 no soln 
0.005 no soln 
O.OI 9.13 xlO"*^ no soln 
0.05 1.10 xlO" no soln 
0.1 1.22 xlQ- no soln 

.0 2.08 xlO" 5.68 

T.\BLE 2.7. KBO: Optical Depth calculated with Rosseland Mean Opacity. 

; H. Cone. (%) Solution 1 Solution 2 

0.0 75.7 no soln 
0.001 75.7 no soln 

0.005 75.7 no soln 
0.01 75.7 no soln 

0.05 75.7 no soln 
^ 0.1 75.7 no soln 

1.0 75.7 2.66 xlO^ 

TABLE 2.8. KBO: Pressure [dyn/cm~] calculated with Rosseland Mean Opacity. 
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CHAPTER 3 

NON-GREY ATMOSPHERES 

To a pure mathematician, the methods described here [non-gray problem'! 

may seem to be a "brute force" approach to the problem. In a sense, thev 

are: certainly they lack the mathematical elegance of the solution to the 

gray problem. The trouble is that astronomers are tr\'ing to build models 

that help in the interpretation of real stars. — L. .A.uer 

In the last chapter, we simplified the problem of atmosphere modelling by a.s-

suming a grey atmosphere. In this chapter, we develop a model for a full nongroy 

atmosphere. In particular, we wish to develop a frequency-dependent model of Ti

tan's troposphere to investigate the effect of diminishing methane on Titan's vertical 

temperature profile. To this end we solve the radiative transfer equation such that 

the resulting temperature and density profiles satisfy radiative equilibrium (RE), hv-

drostatic equilibrium (HE), and local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) (see section 

1.6 for definitions). To develop our nongrey model, we utilize some techniques found 

in the field of stellar atmospheres. 

Our model is akin to a multi-dimensional .N'ewton-Raphson system ir26|. Here is 

a brief outline: 

1. We make an initial estimate of the temperature and density profiles of Titan s 

troposphere. 

2. L'sing temperature and density profiles, solve the radiative transfer equation 

using the Ray/Moment equation approach developed by Feautrier i42l and de

scribed by Mihalas [112] [113].  
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3. Within a desired tolerance, check to see if the radiative transfer solution (from 

stop 2) is in radiative and hydrostatic equilibrium. 

(a) If true, we are done. 

(b) Else compute a correction [63] [127] to the T and p profiles based on thf^ 

deviation from RE and HE. Goto 2. 

3.1 The Model 

3.L.1 Simplifying Assumptions 

IDEAL GAS See section 2.1.1. 

PLAiNE PARALLEL ATMOSPHERE If we assume that the atmosphere can be rep

resented by a series of parallel planes, then the geometry of the equation of tran.sfer 

i.s simplified. We replace the distance variable .•? with the height variable r. where 

.< = z/cosil9) (recall 9 is the angle of the pencil of radiation with respect to rhe 

normal of the object surface). Thus we redefine as the the normal optical depth 

\updz. Then equation 1.5 becomes 

d l ^ i l ^ . T ^ )  r ,  .  c  , 
M =- 5y. 13.1) 

dTu 

where ^.l  = cos(0). 

LOCAL THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM/NO SCATTERING See section 1.6.2. 

RADIATIVE EQUILIBRIUM See section 1.6.3. 

METHOD OF DISCRETE ORDINATES Recall the equation of transfer: 

T „ )  r  /  \  o  - J  o \  
n — 1  =  L i n .  T ^ )  -  S y .  1 3 . 2 1  

CiTi^ 
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The method of discrete ordinates rewrites r^) = for 0 < /; < I. and 

for -1 < /i < 0 [113]. Thus the angular variation in 

is represented by pencils of radiation /y, = and equation 3.2 can then be 

written as a set of coupled ODEs [113]: 

for ; = ±1. ±2 ±.\/. We can now separate the boundary conditions for trans

ferred and reflected radiation. 

Next wp describe how to solve this set of differential equations. 

3.1.2 Solving the Equation of Radiative Transfer 

THE RAY EQUATIONS 

Devdnprnent of Second-Order Form We follow the framework developed bv P. Feautricr 

:42] and described in English in [112] and [113]. As described in the previous section, 

the first order form of the equation of transfer (see equation 3.2) is converted ro a 

set of coupled second-order ordinary differential equations (see equation 3.3) via the 

method of discrete ordinates. 

.. _ r o 
1^1 J — t/» ( ' ) 

CLTy 
(3.3) 

d T y  
C - 5. (3.4) 

C - 5.. 

Define a mean-intensitv-like variable 

and a flux-like variable 

(3.6) 
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V  =  i [ C - C ]  ( 0 < M < 1 )  (3.7) 

Adding equations 3.4 and 3.5 results in 

^  J ^IU •S't/- i3.S) 

Subtracting equations 3.4 and 3.5 results in 

1.3.9) 

Using ocjuation 3.8 to eliminate in equation 3.9 we get 

1 /  

With our assumption of LTE (see equation 1.14). the above equation becoint's 

This is known as the "ray equation" since there is a dependence on the angle 

//. Though and are similar to the zeroth and first moments of rhf rransfcr 

ecjuation. this system is closed [113]. .Augmented with boundary conditions, this 

system solves the original radiative transfer equation. 

Boundary Conditions For the typical stellar atmosphere, a diffusion boundary condi

tion is used at the bottom of the star's atmosphere, and a Schuster boundary condition 

is used at the top [112]. This is appropriate for stellar atmosphere problems where ra

diation is input from the center of the star and the surface optical depth is sufficiently 

large to satisfy the diffusion approximation (r » I). Titan's small surface optical 

depth (- on the order of 3-5) suggests that instead we must use Schuster boundary 

conditions both at the top and the bottom of Titan's atmosphere [126] [1121 1131 

(3.10) 
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We describe the Schuster boundary conditions for the top and bottom of the 

atmosphere. As derived in [4] [112] [113], from equations 3.6 and 3.7 we obtain tht> 

identity -f Combining this with equation 3.9. at the upper boundary 

(~ = ~min) we obtain 

A'~  j f i u i ' m i n )  ~  (3.11) 

and similarly for the lower boundary (r = rmai)-

M ~ J iiui ' max) • I 3. 12) 

whore = hi-iJ-.Tmin) and = /(+^.r^ai)-

We determine and from information known about Titan. We know that 

rh(> primary .source of heating for Titan comes from .solar radiation absorbed atul 

rnradiated by Titan's surface in the infrared portion of the spectrum. UV a-ssumc 

that Titan's surface and the haze layer above the radiative equilibrium region of 

Titan's atmosphere 1) radiate as blackbodies. 2) radiate equally over all (.l I95|. With 

these two assumptions, we can define 

KY ~ (3.131 

= I:=E-BUT-) (3.14) 

where .  f ~  are the respective emissivities, and T ~ . are the corresponding 

blackbody temperatures. Integrating over frequency, we obtain 

r  =  t - a { T - ) y T T  

r = e-a(r*)-'/7r 

There are physical constraints on the values of I~ and By figuring out from 

haze scattering how much sunlight actually gets to the surface to heat the ground 
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and generate the upward infrared flux, we know that the ratio of I~ to the incident 

sunlight on Titan is between 8 - 10% [103]. The sunlight incident on Titan (Sr) can 

be calculated knowing the solar constant (5r) and the distance from the sun to Titan 

(R j i '  

The constraints on /" are not so well-defined. We know that there i.s a small 

amount of infrared radiation emanating from the stratosphere boundary. \\V also 

know that I~ must be smaller than ['. otherwise Titan's atmosphere would be (l(nn-

iiiarcd by the infrared source from the haze, leading to a temperature inversion of 

what is observed. We estimate that [~/I~ < 10% |95|. 

Given the constraints above, we use the estimated values = 0.7. T~ - lOo/v'. 

= 1.0. T~ = 67.5A'. Now we can calculate and I~ from equations .'5.13 and 

3.14 and use them in the Schuster boundary conditions in equations 3.11 and 3.12. 

Di.'icretizing the S y s t e m  We follow the discretization framework described in U 'Ji. 

The variables f.i and u are discretized as follows: 

We use Gaussian quadrature to integrate over /i. so we choose M to be the number 

of Gaussian quadrature points we wish to integrate over for /i [1121 [113j. Thus the 

spacing between the {/im} are determined by the Gaussian quadrature formula (see 

[130] for details on the algorithm). For integration over u we use Weddle's rule (similar 

to Simpson's rule in that it is derived from the Newton-Cotes formula, but is 9th order 

=5: 1.52 X 10"'ergs/cm"s 

/z€[-l.l] —)> { i i m - i r i = l  M }  

^ ^ [^mtn 1 ^max ] ^ ^ ~ 1 • max 
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1155]). .\ccording to the number of terms used for VVeddle's rule integration, we must 

choose .V such that (.V mod 6) + 1 = 0. The {un} are equally spaced. 

Wc divide the medium over a grid with D points, where d = 1 correspond.s to 

~ = ~min A-nd d = D corresponds to R = T^QX- The rest of the variables then follow 

as: 

m, i .  p , i .  Td  {1 9 . . D }  

\d .n -  B , i , n  = Bn{Td)  {1 0  ..D}. {1. 0  -V| 
{1 0  . . D - 1 }  (1.2. -V} 

Jd .k  {1 0  . . D } .  {1. 9 A-} 

^d~  k  . k  {1 0  . . D - 1 }  {1.2. . . . . A-} 

where k = m + {n — 1).\/ with /v = A/.V represents the joint dependence on both 

and Un- See section 3.1.5 for a discussion of the initial values of the rn,i. f),i. x,/ ,,. 

and T,i. 

Wo u.se the forward Euler scheme for discretization for c/ = 1 D - I. and 

backward Euler for d = D. In this system, the general derivative formulas then 

ix'come: 

dx\ 

d^x 

d f ^  

-  X g ]  

'  d . t i  

where 

A-
( \< i - r l .n \ d ,n )  { ^d~ r i  ^d )  

d ' k .n — 

•̂ '̂ d,n — 

(Pd ' l  +  Pd)  

Using the above discretizations and a little algebraic manipulation, equation 3.10 

becomes 
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J d - l . k  
' (i-

+  J d . k  
-m; 
Ar, d.n V-^^d-i.n Ar^_i 

- 1 

J d ^ l . k  

i .n 

= - B d .n- (3.15 

for unknowns with d  =  2  D - l .  k  =  m  +  ( n -  l ) . \ / .  m  =  1 \/. 

n = 1 V. 

To obtain a second-order boundary condition, we follow the procedure outlined 

in 112!: Taylor expand the outer boundary points about the points just insifle the 

boundaries, then replace the derivatives in the Taylor expansion with the difference 

approximation, the boundary conditions, and the radiative transfer equation. 

First we Taylor-expand: 

A k  -  J i . k  +  - ^ ' i ^ l ^  1\ 2 
2 1A dr'- I 

\ i  ^  \  ̂ f  

(.3.16) 

i 3 . l 7 i  

Then we replace the first-order derivatives with their forward/backward difference 

representations: 

d T  

d r  

_  J 2 . k  —  J  I . k  

_  j p . k  -  J p - l . k  

~ Arn_I D -"D-i.n 

Incorporating the boundar>- conditions from equations 3.11 and 3.12 into the above 

definitions we arrive at 
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If we substitute the above relations in for and jj- and the radiative 

transfer expression from equation 3.10 for and • then we obtain 

J l , k  
Mm 

- 1 -

~l-^m 

Mm 
+  J 2 . k  = - I  

iiU 

Bi.„ (3.18) 

Mm 
j D - i . k  + jo.k 

Pm Ar 

Ar 
- 1 -

D - k . n  

D - k , n  l^m 
= - I  

Ml/ 

Ar D-T 
^ J -r 

B o  n - 13.19) 

For f'ach and i>n have a system of D equations and D unknowns. \\V 

solve each D x D matrix using LL' decomposition ([112] and ill3l use Gaussian 

oliinination). Thus for each value of fim and i/„ we end up with a series of .sohition 

vectors [ j i , k - J ' 2 . k  J  d m ) -  where k  is as previously defined. From the vectors j ,ij, 

w o  calcuhite the mean intensity ./j,y for each frequency and depth grid point hv 

integrating over f.i [113] [4] [126]: 

=  \  I  i H - f J ' )  +  ̂ { f J - ) W =  [  j d n u d ^ . .  
-  J o  J o  

Note that we drop the d  and 1 /  subscripts for clarity. E%'aluating the above integral 

using Gaussian quadrature, we get 

r l  M  

^ l^mjd,m,n 
J o  »  .  

(3.20) 

m=4r + l 
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where {a'r„} are the Gaussian quadrature weights. We sum over m = ^-i-1 \/ 

because range of integration is [0.1] instead of [—1.1|. 

Similarlv. 

M  

— ml^rnh{i,m.n 

a rid 

t<d.u = \ J = J 

W'c tlion calculate the Eddington factor 

r ^<i.U •> .1 I , 

fd.U — • l.3._l) 
•'d.i/ 

and define boundary quantities 

hi.. = 13.221 
• h .u 

•J DM 

all of which we will require to solve the Moment equations. 

THE MOMENT EQUATIONS In the method described in the previous section, we 

are solving & D x D linear system for every frequency and angle point, which is 

computationally intensive. If the material is isotropic (as it is in our case), then ir 
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would be advantageous to eliminate repetitious angle information. One way to do 

this in a computationally swift manner is to use the moments of the transfer equarioti 

and close the system using the variable Eddington factors [113]. X'ariable Eddington 

factors are more accurate because they depend on the ratio of radiation moments only 

and thus eliminate systematic/round-off errors [113] [4]. This method, known as the 

variable Eddington factors method, is described in the following sections, following 

the framework presented in [4] and [113]. 

D e r i v a t i o n  Recall the second-order form of the transfer equation (3.10): 

As describefl in [112]. if we integrate the above equation over angle variable //. we 

i)hrain 

Recalling the definition of the Eddington factor from equation 3.21. equation 3.24 

bocoriies 

This is known as the "moment equation" form of the transfer equation T26i. 

Boundary Conditions Integration over ^ transforms the boundary conditions from 

equations 3.18 and 3.19 to [112] [4] 

13.24) 
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For brevity, we define //" = and 11^ = idl^^d/j.. Combining this 

notation with the equations 3.22 and 3.23. the boundary conditions above may be 

rewritten as 

d 

( I T  
d  

i f i / J u ) \ r „ , a i  ~  ^  D M -

D i .Hcratization Using the prescription for discretization from section 3.1.2 wo got a 

scluniie similar to that of equation 3.15: 

•hi - 1 . n  
f d - i . n  

' fi.n ' / d.n-^ ' d~ ̂  ,n 
+ 'Jd.n 

+ Jd'\.n 

1 fa.n / 

•̂ ^d.n i.fi 

fd-~ 1 .n 

- 1 

i.n 
— - D , l . n  f3.26i 

for f/ = 2 D  —  1. 

.\s in .section 3.1.2 we discretize the boundary condition and use a Taylor expansion 

ro obtain second-order accurate formulas: 

./ l.ri /[.„ -r Arj + :^Ar| „ 

(3.2^ 

J D - \ . n [  —  f D - l , n \  +  J o . n  

1 

fo.n + ^ 

(3.2S) 
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Solving the System In the last section (3.1.2) we were able to solve each s\stem of 

D'x D equations for each (Xm and separately because there were no cross terms. But 

such is not the case for the variable Eddington factors method (equations 3.26. 3.27. 

3.28): our differential equations include integrals over v. This requires \is to sulvc 

over both the n and d indices simultaneously. This process can be simplified by rlu' 

fact that wo can write our system as a block tridiagonal system (suggested by ;42i. 

described in [112] and [113]). The algorithms for solving such systems are widely 

known in mathematics (see [52] [155] for more details). We follow the procedure 

described in [112] [113] by defining 

— -r = L,i (3.29) 

for r/ = 1 D. where A. B. and C are .V x .V matrices, and J and L are .\' x I 

vectors 

u 
iov d = 1 D. 

The full svstem looks like 

{ J d A -  J d . 2  } 

B d ,2 f 

/ Bi -Ci 0 
— A'2 B2 —Co 0 

0 —A3 B3 — C3 0 

0 \ 
0 
0 

v 
0 
0 

0 —Ad-1 
0 

Bd-1 —CD_I 
— A D  B D  j  

( ̂ \ \ 
J2 
J3 

/ Li \ 
L. 

Li 

Ld-1 
V Ld y 

Jd - I  

V Jd / 

Note that the boundary conditions imply that Ai = 0 and Co = 0. 

As detailed in [112] and [113], an algorithm may be developed which enables us 

to solve the above system using Gaussian elimination. 
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To solve the system: 

(1) Determine the A. B. C matrices and the L vectors from equations 3.26. 3.27. 

and 3.28. 

(2) From the information in step (1). calculate 

Di = er'c, 

Vo = B [ ^ L1 

(3) Using the information from step(2). calculate the rest of the D's and v's for 

d = 2. D - I using 

D</ = [BRF - A,IDD_[I 'C,I 

v j  = [BJ-A^DJ-I] ' (A<IVJ_I + LJ) 

(4) For d  =  D.  recall that Co = 0. so JQ = VQ. L'se Jo to calculate the rest of the 

J"s using 

JD = VJ 

3.1.3 Developing a Correction Scheme 

SATISFYING RADIATIVE EQUILIBRIUM 

Genera l  Discuss ion  Recall the condition of radiative equilibrium: 

r  X l i - K - S I )  d u  =  0  (.3.30) 
J o  

where " i"  denotes the current iteration step. If our current state of the atmosphere 

does not satisfy RE. then we wish to compute a correction- such that 
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Hx': '  {J i - " ' - s i ^ ' ] d u  =  Q  
J o  

(3.3U 

where " i  +  1" denotes the next (future) step. 

There are two broad approaches for proceeding from this point: complete lineariza

tion (first developed by [6]) and accelerated lambda iteration (ALI) (first conceived 

in [13]; various approaches are described in [112]. and progressive improvements are 

devoloped in [1431 [1441 Complete linearization involves linearizing all vari

ables in terms of all the other variables [4]. Though this is a powerful and easily 

programmable method, it is very expensive computationally since it scales as the 

(•ub(> of the number of unknowns [63]. 

The lambda operator is defined from the moment form of the radiative Transfer 

•Hjuaticju. where we write Jy in terms of a linear integral operator acting on Si, 112: 

where for each u. if D  is the number of depth points. .1^ and are D  x I vectors 

and is a D X D matrix. 

Lambda iteration is then defined as [34] 

where i denotes the iteration step, and the relationship Si is often defined by 

Sl'Ji:) = (1 - z)Jl +zBl with £ as the thermalization constant (£ = 1 is LTE) T13i. 

Lambda iteration has its disadvantages. The convergence rate is very slow for large 

optical depths because the eigenvalues of approach 1 quickly as simply 

because of the large optical depth, regardless of how close we actually are to radiative 

equilibrium [112]. Thus applying over successive iterations is like multiplying by 

13.32) 

[s; (./;)]. I 1 
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the unit matrix, and the iterations lead to a stable solution instead of converging to 

the real solution [127] 

.\ccelerated lambda iteration, a.k.a. "Cannon's method." is known in matluniiar-

ics jargon as "splitting" and is used to iteratively solve linear systems (see [157^ '52] 

for further details). To speed up convergence of lambda iteration, employ operator 

splitting/lambda iteration by rewriting equation 3.33 as 

Ji'' = K[si''\ + {x-\:)[si\ 

= + A:K]. (3.;MI 

where .V^ is a a reduced version of [13]. .Vote that in the above equation, we 

do not require the full matrix in our computations [126|. 

The convergence rate for .•X.LI can be greatly enhanced based on the choice of 

In [121] it was shown that choosing .V* equal to the diagonal of is "nearlv 

optimal" : 121] because of Gershgorin's theorem, which states that for matrix .4. cvcrv 

eigenvalue of .4 is contained in at least one of the circles C, defined with centers a,, 

(the diagonal entries of A) and radii Vi = Zljsjiaijl [157|. Since all the elements 

of the .V matrix are positive and the sum of any row is less than magnitude one. 

subtraction of the diagonal of the matrix bounds the eigenvalues awav from onr 

122]. Improved convergence rates can be achieved by defining .V to be the tridiagonal 

or pentadiagonal of .\. [122]. 

Our  Approach  We  combine the ideas of linearization and .\LI (also called "precon

ditioning"). following some of the ideas and procedures employed in [341. 62:. and 

[127], 

In practice, we define the matrix M from the discretized differential version of the 

moment equation (equation 3.26) and its boundary conditions (equations 3.27 and 

3.28) to obtain MJ^ = S^,, and then define .V = M"^ [126]. We also choose to be 
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the tridiagonal band of since this has been shown to be an optimal choice [122j. 

If we substitute equation 3.34 back into 3.31, and replace 5^ with B^{T)  given 

that \vp assume LTE. we get 

f Jo  
- Br') du = o (3.3.5) 

We use the idea of linearization, but simplify over the complete version i6i hv 

limiting linearization to those %'ariables we judge are necessary, and keeping the other 

variables fixed with respect to linearization and updating them at the next formal 

s o l u t i o n  [ 6 2 ] .  W e  T a y l o r  e x p a n d  e q u a t i o n  3 . 3 5  t o  f i r s t  o r d e r  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  T a n d  p  

126]. In addition, we do not linearize A*: instead we leave it fixed and recalculate it 

by resolving the radiative transfer equation with the corrected quantities in the next 

iteration [62]. We assume that A' is not changing rapidly as T and p change. 

The Taylor expansion of a variable, say X. is written as 

, ' dx^ \  _ fdX^  

•  I  d T '  V d p } ;  
AT' = A'i + Ar, + — Ap, (3.36 

where i indicates information from the current iteration, and d indicates the depth 

index. If we apply this expansion formula to equation 3.35 and discretize the integral 

to a sum; 
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E n = l 

Yin +  
^•YIR. \  J-  , 
ATI •' I 

^STd + 

A: 

X D n  +  g r p o  

BU + FFAR, 

Bon + 

In Bin  
-U 

J  Dn 

-K  

Bpn 

D , 'J5IN _\7, 

Bon + ^MS^XTd +  

OB in. 
DPI API 

dTo ' dpD 

= 0 (3 .37 

whf^re {6^} are the numerical integration coefficients (in our case, for Wecldh' s 

riile as mentioned in section 3.1.2). Keeping only terms to first order, we collect 

terms for AT" and Ap to arrive at 

\T  i t f . dBjn dB, in  - , , n ^9\dn 
/ , Aij ^ ^ On ^djXdn gj- 'hiji-Ltn B,ln) 

.V 

J = 1 
.V 

.  n=l  
^ • ^P j  \  i  A j jnXdn^^  -  Sd jXdn^^^  ^  '^d j i - f dn  -  B, in ]  

dB,  (In  

d p j  dpd  dpd  

— ^ ^ ^nXdn  {_Bdn  Jdn}  (3 .3S)  
n= I 

where we have dropped the superscript i  since all terms are of the current itera

tion. 

SATISFYING HYDROSTATIC EQUILIBRIUM If HE is not satisfied by our current 

iteration, we wish to calculate a correction such that HE is satisfied in the next 

iteration 
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If we discretize the above equation using a simple forward difference, we got 

pi-rl __ pi-i-l 
d ' T  Id  ^ < •-> V 

—7+1 TZi=9-  (3.40) 
KVi - K 

Using our linearization scheme from equation 3.36 and then collecting tcrm.s. our 

sclicme from above becomes [1271 

-AM/ 

dPu^ i  drud^ i '  
4- ATj 

dPd drr id  
+ Apj^i 1 

dTd- i .  1 ^ dTd ^ r  I . 
4- ATj + Apj^i 

dp , i~ \  

dP , i  dm^  

dpd  ^  dpa  . 
— — grn j^ i  -  grn , i  

'"i Opn •l~\ 
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.At the upper boundary, we assume that Pi = gmi. Applying the discretization 

formula and collecting terms, we get [127] 

ALL 
dP\  dmi  

^P\  
dP\  dm\  

dp i  dp i  
=  ( jmx  -  P\  13.42) 

THE FULL CORRECTION SCHEME Now we combine the radiative and hydro

static equilibrium correction schemes from equations 3.38. 3.41. and 3.42. This re

s u l t s  i n  2D e q u a t i o n s  t o  s o l v e  f o r  2D u n k n o w n s ,  n a m e l y  [ A ^ , ^ A p , ^  :  d  =  l .D} .  

\Vi! construct the 2D x 2D matrix P composed of the left-hand sides of the above 

equations: 

row 1; columns I, D: LHS of RE equation 3.38 with c/ = 1 

row 2: columns 1. D: LHS of HE equation 3.42 with d  =  I  

row 3: columns 1 D: LHS of RE equation 3.38 with d  =  2 

row 4: columns 1. D: LHS of HE equation 3.41 with d  =  2 
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row D - 3: columns 1. D: LHS of RE equation 3.38 with d  =  D -  \  

row D — 2:  columns I D: LHS of HE equation 3.41 with d = D - I 

row D — 1: columns 1 D: LHS of RE equation 3.38 with d  =  D 

row D: columns 1 D: LHS of HE equation 3.41 with d  =  D 

W'e similarly construct the ' 2D vector b composed of the right-hand sides of rlic 

etjuations 3.38 3.41 3.42. Our 2D vector of unknowns looks like 

f  \  

•^P\  
ST. 

-XP2 
X = 

-^PD-1 
AJD 

V J 

Thus we solve the system Px = b. Numerically we solve this system using LL' 

decomposition. 

Once the system has been solved, we add the corrections to the current temper

ature and density profiles. These new profiles are then used in the next iteration. 

When r and p change, however, we must recalculate several variables that depend 

on them: 

• Recalculate P 

• Recalculate FHYD.  FMET,  FNIT  

• Recalculate Xu-X 
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• Recalculate 

• Recalculate c 

TESTING FOR CONVERGENCE We measure the relative error e in vector x  with 

respect to vector y with 

\ \ y \ L  

where !l • 1|^ denotes the oc-norm. 

Any norm may be used, but by using the oc-norm the number of correct significant 

digits can be obtained from above equation through the following relationship: 

E ^ L Q - P  1 3 . 4 3 )  

where p  is the approximate number of significant digits for the largest cornponenr 

of X :52i. 

To rest for convergence of our iterative method, we check the relative error for 

both radiative and hydrostatic equilibrium. For radiative equilibrium, we know that 

the total flux must be constant at every level of the atmosphere. Our code calculates 

the Eddington flux as a function of depth and frequency. we integrate this 

quantity over frequency (using Weddle's rule) to obtain the total flux at each depth 

level H{T,i) = Hd- Unfortunately we do not know a pnon what this flux value 

should converge to. so we perform the following tests: 

] MAX(I MLUJ ^^CURRENTJIER 1 , , , , 
^^ 77 ^ 
I MM(I ^CNRRENT^TERI 

to make sure that the maximum and minimum values are within our desired 

tolerance, i.e.. the flux is constant to within our desired tolerance: 
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to make sure the iterations are actually converging. 

We perform a similar check for hydrostatic equilibrium: 

^=-RI—N -<^HE (3.46) 
IIP^IIOC 

We choose CREI to be 1%: this is the standard value used in the literature il'26l. 

We al.so choose and to be 1% since that would imply from equation 3.43 

an accuracy of 2 significant digits, which is plenty given the estimates being made in 

this model. 

3.1.4 .\ongrey Model Outline 

P'igure 3.1 is a flowchart of the nongrey model with all its major components. 



Guess Density Profile 

Guess Temperature Profile 

Compute S_v(T)(=B_v in LTE)^ 

(solve Ray Eg. -• f_v, bdy term^ 

Include scatt. terms in S_v 
Solve Moment Eq. -• J_v 

NLTE 

Have J_v's ^ 
converged?-

S_v = £B_V + 

(1-£)j-v, 

Yes 

LTE 

Radiative Equilibrium Satisfied, i.e., ^ 
Does J K_v (J_v - B_v) dv = 0 ? 

Is Hydrostatic Equilibrium Satisfied, i.e., 
Does dP/dz = -pg ? j 

No 

Calculate AT 
T_new = T_old + AT 
Calculate Ap 
p_new = p_old + Ap 

Yes 

DONE! 

FIGURE 3.1. The Big Picture for our nongrey model of Titan's troposphere. 
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3.1.5 Initial Conditions/Grid Construction 

Choosing the initial conditions can be a tricky process. As with Newton-Raphson 

iroration. we want our initial condition to lie in the basin of attraction, otherwise 

our iterations will diverge. Given the multi-dimension aspect of our iterative proci-ss. 

choosing appropriate initial conditions often involves brute-force trial and error. 

Define the following Titan parameters: 

• () - Titan's gravity = 135 cm/s^. 

•  T ~ .  = a guess for Titan's surface temperature and emi.ssivity to estimate 

to what extent Titan's surface approaches a blackbody radiator in the relation 

I~ = f'BuiT'): r* = 105 K. = 0.7. 

•  T ~ .  f  ~  =  a .  guess for Titan's upper boundan,- temperature and emissiviry to 

estimate to what extent Titan's haze approaches a blackbody radiator in the 

relation = e~By{T~): T~ = 67.5 K. f~ = 1.0. 

• '^rnin- ^max — the maximum and minimum values of the freciuency grid; this 

is determined by the frequency ranges of the the Planck function in the two 

items above and by the active frequency range of the infrared opacity: ha.sed 

on graphs of the Planck function and the opacity for Titan, we define = 

l.Oell Hz. yjnax = 3.0el4 Hz. 

• 'mm = the minimum value of the optical depth grid = 10"^: we need to choose 

a value of "mm <s; 1 so that the grid extent is good for numerical purposes and 

so we can calculate a good estimate for rnmm; Titan's troposphere actually only 

extends to about r = 0.02. 
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• -max = the maxinium altitude ss 70 km; this value corresponds to = 10 

Titan's troposphere actually only extends to about 42 km. 

•  [CH. i ] .  [Ho] .  [.Vo] = the mass fractions of methane, molecular hydrogon. and 

molecular nitrogen at the lower boundary (set [CH.i] and [H>\. then .\'> = 

1  -  [CH,]  -  [/ / . , ] ) .  

• Titan's effective temperature = 85 K; used only for the initial Titan temper

ature profile guess since we do not know the resulting effective temperature or 

not  f lux a pr ion.  

• Initial temperature guess: using our T grid and the guess for T,,. we use the grcv 

approximation (see section 1.5.5). 

• Equation of state; we use the ideal gas law P = pkT/m .\ .  

.Xotp that though we wish to model the troposphere, which extends to 42 km. our 

model extends to 70 km. This is for numerical purposes only. Our model should be 

compared to data [85] [170] in the 0 to 42 km range. 

Define the following code parameters: 

• .1/ = number of angle grid points = 4 points: this is a typical value used in rhc 

literature for the angle quadrature. 

• .V = number of frequency grid points = 337 points: must be chosen to be 

large enough to obtain accurate integrals over frequency using Weddle's rule: 

as a measure of this accuracy we integrate B^(T) over frequency and compare 

this to the analytical result aT^their ratio ever goes beyond a specified 

tolerance the code exits with an error. 

• D = number of depth grid points = 95 points: if too few points are used then 

numerical instabilities develop. 
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•  XDIAG = number of diagonals we use from A to construct A' = 3. 

• DAMPJTER. dp, = the number of iterations to initially apply damping ro 

and the density damping factor: we use DAMPJTER = 5 and = 0.05 rij 

damp out some initial transient overcorrections...the code iterates nicely after 

such damping is applied to the first few iterations. 

Wo now describe the steps involved in generating our initial grid. The depth grids 

range from 1 D where grid points at  d  =  D correspond to Titan surface values. 

and grid points at = 1 correspond to values at the "top" of the atmosphere at 

-mas- This is a bootstrapping method, since the value of the next grid point invariable 

depends on the previous grid point value [95]. Because of the way the optical depth 

i.s defined, we start at the top of the atmosphere (r/ = 1) and construct inwarcl 126!. 

1. Detino logarithmically-spaced ; d  =  1 D} grid using aiirl 

where we estimate a value for and find-tune the value to match the choice 

-max • 

2. Define linearly-spaced {i/„ :  n  =  I  V} grid using and J/mux-

3. Define •  m  =  I M}  grid based on the Gaussian quadrature scheme for 

range [—1. Ij. 

4. Define initial guess at temperature profile {T^  : d  = 1 D} using the Ed-

dtngton approximation (|(rrf -i- q{Td))'. where qir )  is the Hopf function 

1112]: we calculate the Hopf function by numerically evaluating its integral form 

given in [112]. 

•5. Define the source function {Bu^{Td)  :  d  =  1 D} (= Planck function = 

source function in LTE; see section 1.6.2). 
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6. Define = z^ax  for d  =  I .  Zj^ax  must be chosen to be consistent with we 

do this by integrating atmosphere model data from [170] from the top of the 

atmosphere to estimate the relationship between r and c. 

7. Define = p(cd) for (Z = 1 using the Titan data from [1701. from which we got 

our initial estimate of p as a function of c. 

8. Calculate = P(Pd.Td) for d = 1 using the ideal gas law 

9. Calculate FHYD^.  FMETu.  FSIT^  for (/ = 1 as a function of T,/. 

10. Calculate = \{pj,Tu .  FHYD^.  FMET^ .  F .\'IT^)  for d  =  I a.s described in 

section 1.5.3. 

11. Calculate = Xrosaeiand for cZ = 1 as described in section 2.1.'2; we use the 

Ros.seland mean opacity here because empirically it gives our data the best fit 

to the Titan data from |85] [170]; the irony here is that if we u.se the Planck 

mean opacity, which is most appropriate for small optical depth, then our grid 

calculation yields an optical depth on the order of 20. which is much too hish 

for Titan: if we use the Rosseland mean opacity, which is most appropriate for 

large optical depth, then our grid calculation yields an infrared optical depth 

on the order of 1-3, which is more in line with accepted values (2 - 5  9 5 i ) .  

12. Calculate Zd for c/ = 2 by solving the ODE Ar = -\Ar using 4th order Runge-

Kutta. we know from step 6. 

13. Calculate for c/ = 2 by solving the ODE. Am = —pAr using 4th order 

Runge-Kutta .  we  es t imate  mi  from the  fo l lowing  formula:  mi  ^  ~ m , n p \ ' \ ' .  

[127] .  

14. repeat steps 7 - 13 for d = 2. D.  
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3.2 Computational Results of the Nongrey Atmosphere Model 

3.2.1 Model Implementation 

To riolvo the system described in section 3.1. we have written a lO.OOO-linp C pro

gram that takes approximately 5 to 10 days to run. depending on the CPU speed 

and number of iterations required to reach convergence. These code runs were pcr-

forniod on PCs running Linux with either dual-466 MHz CPUs (10 clays), a single 

800 .MHz CPU (7 days), or a single 1.2 GHz CPU (5 days). Routines from .Xumcrical 

Recipes in C are used to calculate Gaussian quadrature weights and to perform matrix 

invorsions/solve linear systems via LU decomposition and Gaussian elimination. 

3.2.2 Model Inputs 

W'o vary the mass fraction of methane and label the corresponding code runs as 

follows: 

Run Label C H ,  7c H o  %  

Tiran 1 10 0.2 

Titan 2 •5 0.2 

Titan 3 1 0.2 

Titan 4 0.1 i 0.04 

T.-\.BLE 3.1. Code run labels with their corresponding volatile concentrations. 

.Xote that code runs Titan 1-3 are modelling current Titan with varying amounts 

of methane. The Titan 4 code run is intended as a preliminary code run of past 

Titan, where we maintain the current solar radiation levels but reduce the amount of 

methane well below the currently accepted range of 2-10% (thus we must also reduce 

the amount of molecular hydrogen since methane is its source via photolysis). 



3.2.3 Model Results 

Note that in the following figures, the term •"Lindal/Yelle data" shall refer to output 

from a data analysis model based on Voyager I data [85], and then rescaled to corrc^-

•spond to a volatile inventory of Ni: 95%. CH^: 3%, Ar: 29c [l~Oj. The labels "Tiran 

1". "Titan 2". "Titan 3'", and "Titan 4" correspond to the descriptions in Table 3.1. 

The Lindal/Yelle data specifies the following error deviations: the surface temper-

aruro is 94.0 ± 0.7 K. the temperature at the top of the troposphere is 71.4 n O. j K. 

and the pressure at the surface is 1.496 xlO'' ± 2.0 x 10' dyn/cm- !85j. To cstimarc 

the error bars for the entire troposphere temperature profile from Lindal/Yelle. we 

use the average value. ± 0.6 K. For the pressure profile, we use the error ratio from 

the surface, i.e.. at r the error in P{z) is given by ±(2.0 xlO'/L496 xlO") xP(-) 

(ivn/cnr. 
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FIGURE 3.2. Titan 1: Altitude [kmj versus Temperature [K|. The "Lindal/A't 

data" are from [Soj [170|. 
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Temperature vs Pressure 
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FIGURE 3.3. Titan 1: Temperature [K| versus Pressure [dyn/cm-;. The ••Lindal/\V11(' 
dara" are from [85j [ITOj. 
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Final Temperature vs Tau 
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FIGURE 3.4. Titan 1; Temperature [Kj versus rr„,,WUN<I 
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Initial/Final Rosseland Mean Opacity vs Altitude 
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FIGURE 3.5. Titan I: Initial/Final Rosseland Mean Opacity [1/cmj versus Tornper-

atiire [K]. 
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Final Mean Opacities vs Altitude 
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FIGURE 3.6. Titan 1; Final Rosseland. Chandrasekhar. and Planck Mean Opaci-

riesil/cm] versus Altitude [km]. 



Eddington Flux vs Altitude 
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FIGURE 3.7. Titan 1: Eddington flux [ergs/cm- sec Hz srl versus Altitude knii. TIN 
flux is constant to within l9c {{Hmaz - Hnm) I Umax < 0.01). This yields an efFnctivf 

temperature of 67 K. 



Flux at top of Atmosphere vs Frequency 
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FIGURE 3.8. Titan 1: Flux [ergs/cm- sec Hz srj versus Frequency jHzi. The "DatH 

from Courtin paper" is taken from a brightness temperature graph i23j and convertinu; 

it back to a flux value. 
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TITAN 2 

Altitude vs Final Temperature 
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FIGURE 3.9. Titan 2: Altitude [km] versus Temperature [Kj. The "Lindal/\'('11(> 

data" are from [85] [170]. 
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Temperature vs Pressure 
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FIGURE 3.10. Titan 2: Temperature [K] versus Pressure klyn/cm-l The "Liri-

dal/^'elle data" are from [85] [170]. 
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Final Temperature vs Tau 
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FIGURE 3.11. Titan 2: Temperature [K] versus Tmsseiami 
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Initial/Rnal Rosseland Mean Opacity vs Altitude 
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FIGURE 3.12. Titan 2: Initial/Final Rosseland Mean Opacity il/cmi versu.s Tetn-

{)eratui'e 'K]. 
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Final Mean Opacities vs Altitude 
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FIGURE 3.13. Titan 2: Final Rosseland. Chandrasekhar. and Planck Mean Opaci-

tif'sil/cmj versus Altitude [km]. 
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Eddington Flux vs Altitude 
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FIGURE 3.14. Titan 2: Eddington flux [ergs/cm- sec Hz sri versus .Altitude km'. 

The flux is constant to within 1% {{Hmax - Hmm)IHmax < 0.01). Thi.s vields an 

cfroctive temperature of 69 K. 



Flux at top of Atmosphere vs Frequency 
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FIGURE .'3.15. Titan 2: Flux [ergs/cm' see Hz sr] versus Frequency iHzi. The "Dura 

from Courtin paper" is taken from a brightness temperature graph '2.31 and convert iiiij, 

it back to a flux value. 
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TITAN 3 

Altitude vs Rnal Temperature 
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FIGURE 3.16. Titan 3: Altitude [km] versus Temperature [K]. The ••Lindal/\'plle 

data" are from [85] [170]. 
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Temperature vs Pressure 
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FIGURE 3.17. Titan 3: Temperature [K] versus Pressure I'dyn/cm-!. The "Lin-

flal/\'elle data" are from [85] [170]. 
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Final Temperature vs Tau 
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FIGURE 3.18. Titan 3; Temperature [Kj versus rrasneiand H-
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Initial/Final Rosseland Mean Opacity vs Altitude 
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FIGURE 3.19. Titan 3: Initial/Final Rosseland Mean Opacity [1/cmt versus Tom-

p e r a t u r e  i K j .  
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Final Mean Opacities vs Altitude 
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FIGURE .'3.20. Titan 3: Final Rosseland. Chandrasekhar. and Planck .Mean Opaci-

tif'sil/crn] versus Altitude [km]. 
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FIGURE .'3.21. Titan 3: Eddington flux [ergs/cm* sec Hz sr] versus Altitude km . 

The flux is constant to within 1% {{HMAX -  ̂MIN)/^MAX < 0.01). This yields ati 

effective temperature of 73 K. 
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FIGURE 3.22. Titan 3: Flux [ergs/cm" sec Hz srj versus Frequency iHzi. The "Dara 

tVoni Courtin paper" is taken from a brightness temperature graph i23l and converting 

it back to a flux value. 
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TITAN 4 

Altitude vs Rnal Temperature 
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FIGURE 3.23. Titan 4: Altitude [km] versus Temperature [KJ. The "Lindal/M'lle 

data" are from [85] [170]. 
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Temperature vs Pressure 
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FIGURE 3.24. Titan 4; Temperature [K] versus Pressure [ciyn/cm-I. The "Lin-

dal/"\'elle data" are from [85] [170]. 
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Final Temperature vs Tau 
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FIGURE 3.25. Titan 4; Temperature [Kl versus 
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Initial/Final Rosseland Mean Opacity vs Altitude 
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FIGURE .'3.26. Titan 4: Initial/Final Rosseland Mean Opacity fl/cmj versus Tem

perature iKj. 
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Final Mean Opacities vs Altitude 
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FIGURE 3.27. Titan 4; Final Rosseland. Chandrasekhar. and Planck .Mean Opaci-

rio.sil/crni versus Altitude [km]. 
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Eddington Flux vs Altitude 
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FIGURE 3.28. Titan 4: Eddington flux [ergs/cm" sec Hz srj versus Altitude :kmj. 

The flux is constant to within 1% {(Hmax - < 0.01). This yields an 

effective temperature of 82 K. 
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Flux at top of Atmosphere vs Frequency 
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FIGURE 3.29. Titan 4: Flux [ergs/cm' sec Hz sr] versus Frequency [Hzj. The "Data 

from Courtin paper" is taken from a brightness temperature graph [2.3] and converting 

it back to a flux value. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

To laugh often and much: to win the respect of intelligent people and 

the affection of children: to earn the appreciation of honest critics and 

endure the betrayal of false friends: to appreciate beauty, to find the best 

in others: to leave the world a bit better, whether by a healthy child or 

a garden patch or a redeemed social condition: to know even one life ha.s 

breathed easier because you lived. This is to have succeeded. — Ralph 

Waldo Emerson 

4.1 Grey Models of Past Triton, Pluto, and KBOs 

-1.1.1 Summary of Results 

TRITON For Triton, we see that the Chandrasekhar and Planck estimates of the 

opacity yield high temperature, optically thick atmospheres. The properties of these 

atmospheres are unaffected by small changes in the concentrations. .A.ll solutions 

c.xhibit the S-curve phenomenon discussed in section 2.2.3. The atmospheres gener

ated with these two mean opacities are colder with convection, but still yield a surface 

temperatures greater than the effective temperature. 

The more conservative Rosseland mean opacity results yield hot atmospheres for 

//o concentrations above 0.005%. These results exhibit the S-curve characteristics 

for Hx concentrations of 0.05% and above. We observe that the convective profile is 

coincident with the radiative profile up until FHYD reaches 0.05%. 

If we compute A (from section 1.6.1) for Triton for the hot atmosphere results, the 

extreme case results are ̂ chandrasekhar ~ 6 and Xnosseiand ~ 9- Thus an assumption of 

hydrostatic equilibrium for Triton is reasonable. 
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PLUTO For Pluto we find that the results with tidal heating and without were 

virtually identical. We also find that our results did not vary appreciably with the 

fraction of accretional heating absorbed. Solar heating is the dominant heat source 

for past Pluto in this work. 

Our model generates two hot and optically thick solutions and one cold, optically 

thin atmosphere using the Chandrasekhar and Planck mean opacities. Again, the re

sults using these two opacities are also insensitive to variations in H> concentration. 

Including the effects of convection for the hottest solution, the atmospheres gener

ated with these two mean opacities cool down considerably, but still yield surface 

remperatures greater than the effective temperature. 

In contrast to the Triton results, the Rosseland mean opacity solution yields (jiie 

cold, optically thin solution for all values of FHYD. 

If we compute A (from section 1.6.1) for Pluto for the hot atmosphere results, the 

(Wtreme case result is Xpianck ~ 5. Thus an assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium for 

Pluto is reasonable. 

KBOS The Chandrasekhar and Planck mean opacities yielded similar results; one 

hot optically thick solution and one cold optically thin solution. The results did 

not change as the H2 concentration and fraction of accretional heating absorbed 

are varied. The check for superadiabaticty yields nothing, so convection does not 

dominate in either of these mean opacity results. 

The conservative Rosseland mean opacity solution yields one cold, optically thin 

solution until the H2 concentration reaches 1.0%. At this point we obtain both a cold 

solution and a hot. optically thick solution. Again a check for convection vields a 

negative result. 

If we compute A (from section 1.6.1) for our hypothetical KBO for the hot atmo

sphere results, the extreme case result is ^chandrasekhar ^ 0.2. Thus an assumption of 

hydrostatic equilibrium for the KBO is not reasonable, but we do not know this until 



after the fact, that is, until we formulate the model with hydrostatic equilibrium and 

calculate a surface temperature. 

4.1.2 Discussion 

It is curious that the Rosseland mean opacity solution for Pluto should yield a cold 

optically thin atmosphere for all values of FHYD. whereas the KBO model (with a 

lower heating flux) should result in a hot atmosphere for certain values of FHYD. 

There are two major differences in the characteristics of Pluto and our averaged KBO: 

albedo and gravitational acceleration. 

The albedo for the KBO is 0.04. whereas the albedo for Pluto is 0.52. We run rhe 

model for Pluto with a KBO's albedo, and find results (see Figure 4.1) comparable 

ro those for KBOs (see Figure 2.27). 

Pluto's gravitational acceleration is gputo ~ 66 cm/A', whereas QKISO ~ cm/.s". 

We again run a modified Pluto model, this time with a KBO's gravitational acceler

ation. We again find results comparable to the KBO model (Figure 2.27). 

We note that the independence of the Planck mean and the dependence (jf the 

Rosseland mean on the hydrogen concentration observed in this work is echoed in 

!119]. We illustrate these sensitivities, as well as that of the Chandrasekhar mean 

opacity, in Figure 4.3. 
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FIGURE 4.1. Pluto: Temperature (Effective and Surface) versus Heat Flux with 

Rosseland Mean Opacity and KBO Albedo. 
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FIGURE 4.2. Pluto: Temperature (Effective and Surface) versus Heat Flux with 

Rosseland Mean Opacity and KBO Gravity. 
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Mean Opacity vs Hydrogen Percentage by Mass at 50 K 
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FIGURE 4.3. Sensitivity of mean opacities to percentage of Ho by mass. 

The S-curve results obtained in this work are not an isolated phenomena. Such 

curves have been obtained by other atmosphere models (generic atmosphere model 

1133]: Titan [105]). S-curves are seen in a range of problems [73] [78] for similar 

situations. We interpret regions where the temperature decreases as the heating 

increases as true mathematical solutions but physically unstable situations [llli. and 

the regions above and below (higher or lower temperature) are the physical solutions. 

Thus the physical state of the atmosphere in this "backwards" region is either at the 

higher or lower temperature. To determine which state the system is in (the higher or 

the lower temperature) requires some sort of hysteresis analysis that depends on initial 
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conditions and perturbations that could push the system from the lower temperature 

curve to the higher temperature curve or vice versa (a catastrophic event such as a 

major meteor impact). 

4.1.3 Conclusions 

We apply a grey atmosphere model to early Triton and Pluto to see if massive and (jp-

tically thick atmospheres could have formed, given certain molecular hydrogen nuuss 

fractions and heating inputs. Also, it is not known in advance which mean opacity 

estimate should be used given self-consistency problems, so we apply the most coni-

rnonly used mean opacity estimates (Chandrasekhar. Planck, and Rosseland). Our 

grey model calculates the surface temperature of an object a given set of parameters. 

Our model builds on work presented in [119] [98j. We pre.sent here new work on 

the problem: using a variety of mean opacities in our analysis, new mathematical 

approaches to calculating mean opacities, directly using detailed fits to laborarorv 

opacity data instead of an interpolation table to calculate the mean opacities, addin'^ 

radiogenic and accretional heating .sources, searching for more than two roots, and 

e.Kpanding the model to apply to Pluto and KBOs. 

From our grey model results we observe; 

• On Triton, tidal heating through radiative transfer led to an optically thick 

atmosphere: for the Rosseland mean opacity a high H-i concentration was nec

essary. 

• Depending on mean opacity type and H2 concentration, an optically thick at

mosphere may have formed on our hypothetical KBO: for the Rosseland mean 

opacity a high H2 concentration was necessary. 

• On Pluto, an optically atmosphere did for for the Chandrasekhar and Planck 

mean cases: for the Rosseland mean opacity no optically thick atmosphere 
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formed (unless our standard albedo and gravity were changed). 

We find, as previous works with similar atmosphere compositions [141] [106j [89] 

that molecular hydrogen plays a major role in the evolution of these atmospheres 

duo to the "window effect" (see section 1.5.3). We also find multiple temperature 

.solutions undetected in previous works, with physically stable and unstable solutions. 

4.1.4 Future Directions 

Wo have shown that under certain circumstances hot optically thick atmosph<>ros 

form on these objects. The next logical step would be to apply atmospheric escape 

mechanisms to the results of the hot optically thick solutions to see if they evolve 

ro something resembling the current atmospheres. One possible improvement to tho 

grey model would be to take into account the opacity contribution of CO on Triton 

(when such data are available to us). Also, change albedo and gravity to become 

formal parameters of the model. It is hoped that more information on Pluto will b(> 

collected by a future robot mission to visit no earlier than 2016. with an e.xctirsion to 

a Kuiper belt object after the Pluto flyby [95]. 

.A .S for the grey model itself, the run-time can be greatly accelerated by using 

an interpolation table (calculated just once: method used in [119j [98}) instead of 

calculating the opacity on the fly. But an interpolation table may miss key features 

of the opacity, and should only be used when the opacity is slowly varying with 

frequency and does not contain sharp lines. Also, if the vapor pressure P^. is a simple 

nonlinear function of T. then a faster root-finding (such as Xewton-Raphson. Secant. 

Regula-Falsi) may be employed instead of the slow but dependable Bisection method. 
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4.2 Nongrey Model of Present Titan 

4.2.1 Summary of Results 

Note in Table 4.1 that we run beyond the E R E I  = 1% radiative equilibrium convergence 

tolerance that we had decided upon earlier. We find that for all code runs, the grid 

point at the surface is converging but not as quickly as the rest of the grid, which 

produces a little bump between the grid point at the the surface and the one just 

above it. To smooth this bump we run to either 0.57o or 0.25% instead, depending on 

the magnitude of the bump. For some code runs, this is still not enough, and further 

iteration is necessary to completely smooth the bump. But given that these bumps 

are only of order 1 degree K. we decide not to iterate beyond f/jci = 0.25'^ just for 

further smoothing. 

Run Label # Iterations R.E. % .Accuracy. H.E. % .Accuracy i 

Titan 1 759 0.5 4e-9 : 

Titan 2 619 0.25 5e-9 

Titan 3 311 0.25 le-8 : 

T.A.BLE 4.1. Titan 1-3: Comparison of convergence parameters. 

The surface temperature and density values for Titan runs 1-3 in Table 4.2 are 

close to the accepted value of 95 K and 0.005 g/cm^. 

j Run Label r [K]  P [g/cm^]  P[dyn/cm-]  Xrosselanti '  rosseland [~J ! 

Titan 1 92 0.0053 1.446+6 7.7e-07 1.3 

; Titan 2 92 0.0049 1.34e+6 7.1e-07 1.2 

i Titan 3 1 90 0.0055 1.47e+6 5.9e-07 0.8 

TABLE 4.2. Titan 1-3: Comparison of surface properties. 
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Note that in the following figures, as in section 3.2.3. the term ••Lindal/Velle data" 

shall refer to output from a data analysis model based on \'oyager I data iSoi. and 

then rescaled to correspond to a volatile inventory of .Vot 95%. CH.\\ 39c. Ar\ 2% 

llTOj. The labels "Titan 1", "'Titan 2'", and "Titan 3" correspond to the descriptions 

in Table 3.1. 

Altitude vs Final Temperature 
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FIGURE 4.4. .\ltitude [km] versus Temperature [K]. 

From Figure 4.4 we see that all three models of current Titan are of the correct 

order of magnitude. To determine which code run (Titan 1. 2. or 3) provides the best 
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fit to the tropospheric temperature from the Lindal/Yelle data in Figure 4.4. we plot 

the relative error of each run with respect to the Lindai/Yelle data. 

Relative Error in Temperature versus Altitude 
45 
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- Titan 3 40 

g 25 
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FIGURE 4.5. Altitude [km] versus Relative Error in Temperature K". 

From Figure 4.5 we see that from 0 to 30 km Titan 3 provides the better fit. 

and from 30 to 40 km Titan 2 is the better model. Overall, the maximum relative 

error from Titan 1 is 12%, from Titan 2 we get 11%. and from Titan 3 the maximum 

relative error is 8%. 
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Temperature vs Pressure 
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FIGURE 4.6. Temperature [K] versus Pressure [dyn/cm-]. 

In Figure 4.6 we see the same result: Titan 1 and 2 are the better modeLs for 

the low temperature/low pressure regime, and Titan 3 is the better estimate for high 

temperature/high pressure. 

For the ne.xt four figures, we take the altitude, temperature, density, and pressure 

profiles from the Lindal/Yelle data for the troposphere (0 to 42 km) and run them 

through one iteration of our radiative transfer equation solver (with no correction 

procedure) to see the resulting opacities and flux [126]. Note that the Lindal/Velle 

data composition is .VT: 959C. CH^: 3%. Ar: 2%. We approximate this in our model 
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with .v.: 96.8%. CH^: 3%, 0.2% [95]. 

Rosseland Mean Opacity vs Altitude 
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FIGURE 4.7. Rosseland Mean Opacity [1/cm] versus Temperature [ Ki .  

In Figure 4.7 we see that the Rosseland mean opacity decreases 

Titan 3. i.e.. as we decrease the amount of methane. Titan 1 and 

estimate the Rosseland mean opacity. 

from Titan I to 

2 seem to best 
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Final Temperature vs Tau (Rosseland) 
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FIGURE 4.8. Temperature [Kj versus Trosseiand ri-

In Figure 4.8 the optical depth calculated from the Rosseland mean opacity also 

decreases at the surface from Titan 1 to Titan 3. i.e.. as the amount of methane is 

decreased. Predictably. Titan 1 and 2 provide the best fit. 
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Eddington Rux vs Altitude 
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FIGURE 4 .9. Eddington flux [ergs/cm* sec Hz srj versus .-Mtitude ikmi. 

Figure 4.9 reaffirms that our model results are in radiative equilibrium. W'e also 

graph the resulting total flux from running the Lindal/Yelle data through our radia

tive transfer equation solver as a comparison. Note that from Figure 4.7 the Rosseland 

mean opacity decreases as we decrease the methane mass fraction. This implies that 

we should also see a corresponding increase in the total flux at each level, since the 

smaller opacities will absorb less energ\- at each level. This is confirmed by Figure 

4.9. The Lindal/Yelle data result closely bounds the Titan 2 total flux. 
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Flux at top of Atmosphere vs Frequency 
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FIGURE 4.10. Flux at top of the troposphere [ergs/cnr sec Hz sri versus Frequency 

Hzj. The "Data from Courtin paper" is from taken from estimating the brightne.ss 

temperature as a function of wavenumber from a graph [23] and converting it back 

to a flux versus frequency value. 

In Figure 4.10 we plot the flux coming out the top of the troposphere to compare 

with brightness temperature values found in the literature [23]. From a graph of 

brightness temperature versus wavenumber. we estimated the values and converted 

them to flux versus frequency values. The error bars on the graph correspond to a 

0.25 K degree error from instrumental noise in measuring the brightness temperature 

[23] plus 1 K degree error in our estimation from the original graph. We convert the 
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total temperature error of ± 1.25 K degree to flux values and plot as error bars on the 

"Data from Courtin paper" curve. We also plot the resulting flux output from the 

Lindal/\elle data (obtained by running the Lindal/Yelle data through our radiative 

transfer equation solver): it is a close match to Titan 2. The differences between our 

model output and the Courtin et al. paper [23] results are due to the fact that we are 

looking at the flux at the top of the troposphere, whereas the Courtin et al. pap(>r 

23] examines the brightness temperature for Titan's entire atmosphere. 

4.2.2 Discussion 

In terms of temperature. Titan 3 appears to be the overall best model of current 

Titan, with the lowest relative error and best match from 0 to 30 km. But in terms 

of flux Titan 2 looks to be the most appropriate model. Given that Titan 3 is better 

in relative error of temperature by such a small margin, and that Titan 2 seems 

to hit close in terms of the flux, we think Titan 2 best represents Titan s current 

troposphere. Our current Titan models estimate the effective temperature in the 

range of 67 to 73 K. The global efi"ective temperature for Titan is 8-5 K. which is 

calculated a.ssuming that all the solar radiation incident on the top of the atmosphere 

makes it down to Titan's surface. This is not the case, given the antigreenhouse 

efl'ect present in the stratospheric haze. Thus our effective temperature is lower 

than the global value of 85 K. about It should be noted that other models exhibit 

an approximately 10% maximum deviation from troposphere temperature data lOo' 

and deviate from radiative equilibrium by about b% [106]. 

.A.S we noted in our grid generation description, the Rosseland mean opacity em

pirically provides the best fit to current Titan troposphere data: this relationship has 

also been noted by others (e.g., [104]). 

We carry out experiments with the number of diagonals taken from .V to define 

.V to optimize our convergence rate. We find that with more diagonals the problem 
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converges faster, but each iteration takes longer. With fewer diagonals each iteration 

runs faster but more iterations are required to reach the same convergence tolerance 

level. 

We also implement initial damping to the iterative scheme. We find that initial 

overcorrections (leading to negative temperature or density values within the first few 

iterations) may result from if too few spatial grid points are used. But if the nimiber 

(jf spatial grid points is increased to avoid these overcorrections in the first few stops, 

then we pay for it in the subsequent hundreds of iterations with longer runtime per 

iteration. We get around this problem by applying a damping factor of 5'X to rhe 

density correction for the first 5 iterations (we arrive at these values through trial and 

error). 

4.2.3 Conclusions 

We develop a nongrey atmosphere model of current Titan's troposphere to to sruflv 

the effect of varying methane. Our model is an improvement over the McKay nongrey 

models (described in detail in [1061) in the following areas; we use more grid points 

to resolve the spatial and spectral regions: we use the method of discrete ordinates 

as opposed to the two-stream approximation in [106j (which leads to better angular 

resolution), we put our model through rigorous testing procedures, and we implement 

an initial damping phase to speed up convergence and overall runtime. We also find 

that a .V* matri.x equal to tridiagonal .V to be optimal for our problem. 

By solving the radiative transfer equation and subjecting the solution to radiative, 

hydrostatic, and local thermodynamic equilibrium constraints, we can model Titan s 

troposphere to a maximum deviation of 8% as compared to the data from [S5i and 

!l70i. 
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4.2.4 Evolution of Titan 

Recall that the Titan 4 code run is intended as a preliminary code run of past Titan, 

where we maintain the current solar radiation levels (i.e., do not change the boundary 

conditions) but reduce the amount of methane well below the currently accepted rang^ 

of 2-10% (thus we must also reduce the amount of molecular hydrogen since ruethanc 

is its source via photolysis). 

The range of values in Table 4.3 are consistent with those seen in table 4.1. 

Run Label # Iterations R.E. % Accuracy. H.E. 7c Accuracy 

Tiran 4 423 0.25 oe-8 

TABLE 4.3. Titan 4: Comparison of convergence parameters. 

From Table 4.4 and Figures 3.23 through 3.29. we .see that the Titan 4 tempcratun* 

profile is noticeably cooler than the current Titan models. The Titan 4 Rosseland 

mean opacity is considerably smaller than the current Titan runs: this is consistent 

with a decreased amount of Ho (see discussion in section 1.5.3). 

Run Label j T [K] P [g/cm^ P[dyn/cm- 1 Xrosseland ' ro-iseland 
Titan 4 87 0.0053 1.37e-i-6 1 l.le-07 0.14 

T.A.BLE 4.4. Titan 4: Comparison of surface properties. 

From our results we see that a past Titan troposphere is cooler and not as opti

cally thick as the current Titan troposphere. Our preliminarj- model of past Titan. 

Titan 4. is consistent with analytic results from another past Titan model [89]. This 

cooling caused by methane depletion may have been substantial enough to allow .V2 

to condense onto the surface and thus collapse Titan's atmosphere (since is the 

main constituent of Titan's atmosphere) [89]. 
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4.2.5 Future Directions 

It would be a marked improvement to replace the estimated upper boundary flux 

with the actual haze layer by including the opacities for the haze, and extending the 

frequency range to include the optical part of the spectrum [126]. The model would 

then apply to the troposphere and the stratosphere. 

Possible improvements for the code include adding an accelerator, such as 

:118j [3] or bi-conjugate gradient [126]. or trying out other methods for solving the 

radiative transfer equation [5] [57] [2], The addition of an accelerator should decrease 

the number of iterations, and implementing a new radiative transfer equation solver 

should speed up the process per iteration, both resulting in reduced runtime. 

The intent of this work is to develop a model of Titan's current troposphere that 

can easily be modified to model Titan's past. The model pa.sses the test for current 

Titan. To model past Titan, we will need to modify the boundary conditions and the 

volatile inventory. 

The Ca.ssini spacecraft, launched in late 1997. is carrying an orbiter and the 

Huygens probe to study Saturn, its rings, magnetosphere. and satellites. Titan in 

particular. The mission has performed a .Jupiter flyby (2000) and should mach Saturn 

and Titan in 2004. It is hoped that the Huygens probe, which is to descend through 

Titan's atmosphere via parachute, along with imaging radar experiments, will provide 

us with a wealth of information about Titan's atmosphere and surface properties. 

4.3 Comparison of Methods 

Advantages of the grey method over the nongrey model: 

1. The math and physics are simpler and easier to model. 

2. The grey code is about 3000 lines and took on the order of months to develop 

and perfect: the nongrey code is approximately 10.000 lines and took a few 
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years to develop and perfect. 

3. The code runs much faster. 

4. Given the points above, one can obtain a quick and dirty estimate of the answer 

to the atmosphere question. 

Advantages of the nongrey method over the grey model: 

1. The initial temperature approximation (e.g., from a grey appro.ximation) i.s 

corrected to conform to the problem constraints. 

2. In the grey case, it is not necessarily known which mean opacity ro clioosc. 

and the results are not always self-consistent (for example, in generating an 

initial grey input for our nongrey model we found that if we use the Planck 

mean opacity, which is most appropriate for an optically thin Titan, then we 

end up with a grid whose surface optical depth is large; alternately if we use 

tlie Rosseland mean opacity, which is most appropriate for an optically thick 

atmosphere, then we end up with a grid whose surface optical depth is small). 

3. This method takes into account variations in the opacity, and proviile.s much 

more detailed, accurate answers. 

4. The additional parameters make the model more flexible. 
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APPENDIX A 

TIMELINES 

A. l  Tr i ton  

1846: Discovered by William Lassel [115] 

: Work progresses slowly, size and temperature uncertain [17] 

1979: First infra-red spectra of Triton, indicates presence of methane [CHx) ;17j 

1984: Surface consists in part of CH^ and .VT [17] 

1989: \'oyager 2 flyby provides wealth of information (radius, surface and atmosphere 

composition, and surface geology) [109] 

A. 2 Pluto 

The following timeline, derived from information in [152] [93]. and [9]. present major 

discoveries regarding Pluto. 

1930: Discovered by Clyde Tombaugh 

1931: Pluto's orbit found to be unusually eccentric and inclined 

1955: Pluto's 6.4 day rotational period determined 

1965: 3:2 resonance with Xeptune discovered 

1973: Pluto's obliquity found to be larger than 90° 

1976: Discovery of CH^ ice on Pluto 

1978: Charon (Pluto's moon) is discovered 
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1986: First reliable radii for Pluto and Charon 

1987: Resolution of Pluto and Charon's individual spectra made possible by total 

occultations of Charon behind Pluto 

1987: Discovery of H2O ice on Pluto 

1987: IRAS yields thermal IR data (heat profiles) 

1988: Stellar occultation reveals Pluto's atmosphere 

1989: Pluto and Triton are found to be similar in size, density, and suri'ac-o volatile 

composition 

1989: Pluto reaches perihelion 

1992: Discovery of .Vo and CO ice on Pluto 

1994: Discovery of CHJ^ in Pluto's atmosphere 

1995: Hubble Space Telescope images reveal polar ice caps on Pluto 

A.3  Kuiper  Be l t  

The following timeline from [166] outlines the major discoveries regarding KBOs. 

1949: Spocuiation on existence of a trans-Xeptunian comet belt around 36-44 AL' 

1980: Serious investigation begins, indicating this region may be a possible sourcc of 

short-period comets 

1988: The region is named "'Kuiper belt" 

1992: The first Kuiper belt object (1992 QBJ is found 

1998: At the time of this writing, 60 Kuiper belt objects have been discovered[7lj 
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A. 4 Titan 

The following timeline, with items taken from [135|. [159]. and [66]. outlines the major 

discoveries regarding Titan. 

1655: Discovered by Christiaan Huygens 

1908: Comas Solas detects tentative evidence of an atmosphere 

1944: .\n atmosphere is definitively detected by G. Kuiper. who also identifies mettiaiic 

in the atmosphere via spectroscopy 

1972: .Molecular hydrogen is detected in the atmosphere by L. Trafton 

1973-5: The following species are identified in the atmosphere: CiHr,. CH^D. C\H^. 

CiH-i 

1980: Titan is explored by a near encounter with \byager I: atomic and molecular 

hydrogen and nitrogen. CO2 are detected in the atmosphere 

1983: CO is detected in Titan's atmosphere 

1983: Observations indicate that a high-altitude haze exists the the stratosphere 

1983: Models indicate that greenhouse effect occurs on Titan 

1984: Models of Titan indicate that Titan's atmosphere would be depleted of methane 

via photolysis in 10' — 10® years 

1991: Models indicate that antigreenhouse effect occurs on Titan 

1993: C//3C-V is detected 

1997: C\Ni is detected 

2004: Cassini-Huygens mission should reach Saturn/Titan 
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APPENDIX B 

PHYSICAL CONSTANTS 

c speed of light 2.99792456 x 10'° cm/s 

h Planck's constant 6.63 x 10~''dyn cm s 

k Boltzmann's constant 1.38 x 10"'® dyn cm/K 

rrifi mass of hydrogen 1.66 x 10"-'g 

n[^ Loschmidt's number 2.687 x lO''"' particles/cm' 

R universal gas constant 8.314 x lO' dyn cm/ g K 

a Stefan-Boltzmann constant -5.68 xlO"^ dyn/cm s K' 
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